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Executive Summary

An internal Study Group was constituted by the Reserve Bank on July 24, 2017 to study

the various aspects of the MCLR system from the perspective of improving the monetary

transmission and exploring linking of the bank lending rates directly to market

determined benchmarks. The constitution of the Study Group was announced in the

Statement on Developmental and Regulatory Policies of the Reserve Bank of India on

August 2, 2017. The Study Group submitted its report on September 25, 2017. The key

findings emerging from the analysis undertaken by the Study Group and the

recommendations made are set out below.

Key Findings

Monetary Transmission – the Base Rate and the MCLR Systems

2. A review of banks’ deposit and lending rates undertaken by the Study Group indicates

that the transmission from the changes in the policy repo rate has been slow and

incomplete under both the base rate and the marginal cost of funds based lending rate

(MCLR) systems. The monetary transmission has improved since November 2016 under

the pressure of large surplus liquidity in the system post demonetisation. While the

transmission to interest rates on fresh loans was significant, it was muted to outstanding

loans (base rate and MCLR). The transmission was also uneven across borrowing

categories. Furthermore, the transmission to lending rates was asymmetric over

monetary policy cycles – higher during the tightening phase and lower during the easing

phase – irrespective of the interest rate system. For instance, the pass-through to

outstanding loans from the repo rate was around 60 per cent during the tightening phase

(July 2010 to March 2012), while it was less than 40 per cent during the subsequent

easing phase (April 2012 to June 2013).

3. Analysis conducted by the Study Group suggests that banks deviated in an ad hoc manner

from the specified methodologies for calculating the base rate and the MCLR to either

inflate the base rate or prevent the base rate from falling in line with the cost of funds.

These ad hoc adjustments included, inter alia, (i) inappropriate calculation of the cost of
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funds; (ii) no change in the base rate even as the cost of deposits declined significantly;

(iii) sharp increase in the return on net worth out of tune with past track record or future

prospects to offset the impact of reduction in the cost of deposits on the lending rate; and

(iv) inclusion of new components in the base rate formula to adjust the rate to a desired

level. The slow transmission to the base rate loan portfolio was further accentuated by

the long (annual) reset periods.

4. Overall, monetary transmission has been impeded by four main factors: (i) maturity

mismatch and interest rate risk in the fixed rate deposits but floating rate loan profile of

banks; (ii) rigidity in saving deposit interest rates; (iii) competition from other financial

saving instruments; and (iv) deterioration in the health of the banking sector. A major

factor that impeded transmission was the maturity profile of bank deposits. Deposits with

maturity of one year and above constituted 53 per cent of banks’ total deposits at end-

March 2016, most of which were at fixed rates of interest. Another source of weak

transmission was rigidity in interest rates on banks’ saving deposits, which remained

notoriously stubborn even as the policy repo rate and interest rates on term deposits

moved in either direction. The third factor, which hindered monetary transmission was

the competition that banks faced from other saving instruments. It appears that banks

were reluctant to reduce interest rates sharply for fear of losing deposits to other financial

saving instruments such as mutual funds and small saving schemes. Although bank

deposits have some distinct advantages in the form of stable returns (vis-à-vis mutual

fund schemes) and liquidity (vis-à-vis small saving schemes), bank deposits are in a

disadvantageous position in terms of tax-adjusted returns in comparison with these

schemes. Banks, therefore, often appeared to be reluctant to reduce interest rates on

deposits in line with the reduction in the policy rate by the Reserve Bank. These factors

imparted rigidity to the liability side of banks’ balance sheet. Finally, empirical analysis

suggests that the extent of responsiveness of interest earnings and interest expenses to

the changes in the policy repo rate is broadly the same, making the net interest margins

(NIMs) impervious to monetary policy changes. The deterioration in the health of the

banking sector and the expected loan losses in credit portfolios induced large variability

in spreads in pricing of assets, severely impacting monetary transmission as banks’ NIMs
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have remained broadly unchanged in the face of large stressed assets. Thus, rigidities on

the liability side such as longer-term maturity pattern of deposits with fixed interest rates,

along with the expected loan losses on the asset side, have been reflected in higher

pricing on the asset side, i.e., lending rates.

Spreads charged over the Base Rate and the MCLR

5. Median spreads charged over the MCLR by all bank groups remained broadly stable in

the case of fresh rupee loans from April 2016 to December 2016. However, median

spreads charged rose sharply in January 2017. Median spreads of public and private

sector banks declined by June 2017. However, while the median spread of private sector

banks declined to the pre-January 2017 level, the median spread of public sector banks

remained significantly above the pre-January 2017 level.

6. Spreads charged by private sector banks on fresh rupee loans were consistently the

largest, followed by public sector banks and foreign banks. Spreads charged varied

significantly across banks and also temporally. Spreads of foreign banks were relatively

more volatile than those of public and private sector banks.

7. The transmission from the reduction in the MCLR to lending rates occurred with a lag.

In the case of private sector banks, it took almost six months for the transmission from

the lower MCLR to actual lending rates. However, in the case of public sector banks, the

transmission was not complete even after six months.

8. The transmission to interest rates on outstanding rupee loans was significantly lower than

on fresh rupee loans. The median spread in the case of outstanding rupee loans remained

significantly higher than that of fresh rupee loans, reflecting the dominance of base rate

loan portfolio in outstanding loans and lagged interest rate reset (normally one year) for

the existing borrowers under the MCLR system. Spreads on outstanding loans were also

more volatile than those on fresh loans.

9. Being an internal benchmark, the MCLR is expected to vary across banks. The spread

over the MCLR could also vary from bank to bank due to idiosyncratic factors. However,
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variations in the spreads across banks appear too large to be explained based on bank-

level business strategy and borrower-level credit risk. In particular, spreads charged by

some banks seem excessively and consistently large. The analysis suggests that the

spreads were mostly changed arbitrarily by banks for similar quality borrowers. While

the spread over the MCLR was expected to play only a small role in determining the

lending rates by banks, it turned out to be the key element in deciding the overall lending

rates. This has made the entire process of setting lending interest rates by banks opaque

and impeded the monetary transmission.

10. That many banks tended to charge the spreads over the MCLR arbitrarily is evident from

a special study of select banks conducted by the Study Group. The key findings of the

study are: (i) large reduction in MCLR was partly offset by some banks by a

simultaneous increase in the spread in the form of business strategy premium ostensibly

to reduce the pass-through to lending rates; (ii) there was no documentation of the

rationale for fixing business strategy premium for various sectors; (iii) many banks did

not have a board approved policy for working out the components of spread charged to

a customer; (iv) some banks did not have any methodology for computing the spread,

which was merely treated as a residual arrived at by deducting the MCLR from the actual

prevailing lending rate; and (v) the credit risk element was not applied based on the credit

rating of the borrower concerned, but on the historically observed probability of default

(PD) and loss given default (LGD) of the credit portfolio/sector concerned.

Recommendations

11. The recommendations made by the Study Group are detailed below.

12. The lower transmission from the policy rate to the base rate loan portfolio was mainly

due to the reason that banks followed different methods to calculate the base rate. Banks,

therefore, could be advised to re-calculate the base rate immediately by

removing/readjusting arbitrary and entirely discretionary components added to the

formula. It needs to be ensured that the calculation of the base rate is not compromised
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in any way. The methodology adopted by banks should be subject to a regular

supervisory review.

13. In the absence of any sunset clause on the base rate, banks have been quite slow in

migrating their existing customers to the MCLR regime. Most of the base rate customers

are retail/SME borrowers. Hence, the banking sector’s weak pass-through to the base

rate is turning out to be deleterious to the retail/SME borrowers in an easy monetary

cycle. To address this concern, besides immediate recalculation of base rates (as

recommended in para II.15), banks may be advised to allow existing borrowers to

migrate to the MCLR if they so choose to do without any conversion fee or any other

charges for switchover on mutually agreed terms. However, after the adoption of an

external benchmark from April 1, 2018 as recommended by the Study Group (refer paras

IV.43 - IV.45), banks may be advised to migrate all existing benchmark prime lending

rate (BPLR)/base rate/MCLR borrowers to the new benchmark without any conversion

fee or any other charges for switchover on mutually agreed terms within one year from

the introduction of the external benchmark, i.e., by end-March 2019.

14. The Study Group recommends that it should be made mandatory for banks to display

prominently in each branch the base rate/MCLR (tenor-wise) and the weighted average

lending rates on loans across sectors separately for loans linked to the base rate and the

MCLR. The same information should also be hosted prominently on each bank’s

website. The Reserve Bank could prescribe the format and the manner in which a

minimum set of standardised data needs to be displayed in branches/hosted on banks’

websites. The Indian Banks’ Association (IBA), or any other agency considered

appropriate by banks, could also disseminate bank-wise information on its website in the

same manner in which each bank is required to disseminate information on its own

website so as to facilitate easy comparison of lending rates across sectors and banks. The

same system of dissemination of information on the benchmark and the weighted average

lending rate could be followed under the external benchmark system recommended by

the Study Group (see paras IV.43 - IV.45).
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15. An evaluation of 13 possible candidates [weighted average call rate (WACR),

collateralised borrowing and lending obligation (CBLO) rate, market repo rate, 14-day

term repo rate, G-sec yields, T-Bill rate, certificates of deposit (CD) rate, Mumbai inter-

bank outright rate (MIBOR), Mumbai inter-bank forward offer rate (MIFOR), overnight

index swap (OIS) rate, Financial Benchmark India Ltd. (FBIL) CD rates, FBIL T-Bill

rates and the Reserve Bank’s policy repo rate)] suggests that no instrument in India

meets all the requirements of an ideal benchmark. Each instrument has certain

advantages as also limitations. After carefully analysing the pros and cons of 13 possible

candidates as a benchmark, the Study Group narrowed down its choice to three rates,

viz., a risk-free curve involving T-Bill rates, the CD rates and the Reserve Bank’s policy

repo rate. The T-Bill rate and the CD rate1 were further assessed on three parameters,

viz., (i) correlation with the policy rate; (ii) stability; and (iii) liquidity. The Study Group

is of the view that the T-Bill rate, the CD rate and the Reserve Bank’s policy repo rate

are better suited than other interest rates to serve the role of an external benchmark.

16. The T-bill rates are risk free and also transparent. They also have a reliable term money

market curve. CD rates relate to the credit market directly in the sense that banks could

meet their marginal requirement of funds from this market. CDs also have a reliable term

money market curve. Unlike the T-Bill market where the money market term curve is

available up to 12 months, in the CD market, the term curve is generally up to six months

(and up to 9 months occasionally). The main challenge in using either T-bill rates or CD

rates as the benchmark is that the current level of market depth in the T-Bill and CD

markets can make such benchmarks potentially susceptible to manipulation. Also, T-Bill

rates may at times reflect fiscal risks which will automatically get transmitted to the

credit market when used as a benchmark. CD rates also have their own limitations - high

sensitivity to liquidity conditions, credit cycles, and seasonality. Liquidity in the CD

market is inadequate because there are no large and frequent issuances by a sufficient

number of highly rated banks. The Reserve Bank’s policy repo rate has the primary

advantage that it is robust, reliable, transparent and easy to understand. It reflects the

appropriate rate for the economy at any point in time based on the MPC’s assessment of

1 91-day T-Bill rate and 3-month CD rate, illustratively.
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macroeconomic conditions and the outlook. With the repo rate as the benchmark, the

transmission of the repo rate changes to lending rates of banks will be quick, direct and

strong. The repo rate as a benchmark, however, can constrain future changes in the

monetary policy framework. Banks also have limited access to funds at the repo rate.

Being an overnight rate, the repo rate also lacks a term structure.

17. The Study Group recognised that internal benchmarks such as the base rate/MCLR have

not delivered effective transmission of monetary policy. Arbitrariness in calculating the

base rate/MCLR and spreads charged over them has undermined the integrity of the

interest rate setting process. The base rate and MCLR regimes are also not in sync with

global practices on pricing of bank loans. Given that there has not been much forward

movement on the external benchmark even after seventeen years from the time when it

was first allowed in the country, the development of an external benchmark would need

guidance from the Reserve Bank. Accordingly, there is a need for switching over to one

of the external benchmarks recommended by the Study Group, after wider public debate

and taking into account the feedback from all stakeholders. Given the scope of

arbitrariness under the MCLR system, however, the switchover to an external benchmark

needs to be pursued in an expedient and time-bound manner.

18. The Study Group recommends that all floating rate loans extended beginning April 1,

2018 could be referenced to one of the three external benchmarks selected by the Reserve

Bank after receiving and evaluating the feedback from stakeholders.

19. The Study Group is of the view that the decision on the spread over the external

benchmark should be left to the commercial judgment of banks. However, the spread

fixed at the time of sanction of loans to all borrowers, including corporates, should

remain fixed all through the term of the loan, unless there is a clear credit event

necessitating a change in the spread.

20. Banks may be encouraged to accept deposits, especially bulk deposits at floating rates

linked directly to one of the three external benchmarks selected by the Reserve Bank

after receiving the feedback from stakeholders as recommended by the Study Group.
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21. The Study Group recommends that the corporates and banks be encouraged to actively

manage interest rate risks once the external benchmark is introduced. It should also help

deepen the IRS market, going forward.

22. Finally, but equally importantly, the reset clause, which is typically one year, impedes

monetary transmission as the pass-through of monetary policy changes to existing

floating rate loans is delayed. The Study Group, therefore, recommends that the

periodicity of resetting the interest rates by banks on all floating rate loans, retail as well

as corporate, be reduced from once in a year to once in a quarter.
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Chapter I

Introduction

I.1 The efficacy of monetary policy depends on the magnitude and the speed with

which policy rate changes are transmitted to the ultimate objectives of monetary policy,

viz., inflation and growth. With the deepening of financial systems and growing

sophistication of financial markets, most monetary authorities use interest rate as the key

instrument to achieve the ultimate objectives of monetary policy. Adjustments in the policy

interest rate, for instance, directly impact short-term money market rates which then

transmit the monetary policy impulses across financial markets and maturity spectrum,

including banks’ deposit and lending rates. These, in turn, influence consumption, saving

and investment decisions of firms and households, which ultimately influence aggregate

demand, and hence, output and inflation. The interest rate channel of transmission –

supported by liquidity management operations – is the leading channel of transmission in

several countries, including many emerging market economies.

I.2 In a bank dominated system like India, the transmission to banks’ lending rates is

the key to the successful implementation of monetary policy. However, the issue of

transmission from the policy rate to banks’ lending rates has all along been a matter of

concern for the Reserve Bank. The transmission to banks’ lending rates has been impeded

by a variety of factors, the major one being the opacity in the process by which the banks

set their lending interest rates. To address this concern, the Reserve Bank has refined the

interest rate setting methodology of banks from time to time.

I.3 In 1994, when the lending interest rates were deregulated, the Reserve Bank

prescribed that banks should disclose their prime lending rates (PLRs), which will be the

interest rate charged for the most creditworthy borrowers. Keeping in view the request

from banks that the PLR should be converted into a reference or benchmark rate for banks,

the Reserve Bank advised banks in April 2003 to announce a Benchmark PLR (BPLR)

with the approval of their boards. The dominance of sub-BPLR lending, however, defeated

the very purpose for which the BPLR system was introduced.
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I.4 The Reserve Bank replaced the BPLR system with the base rate system in July 2010

under which the actual lending rate charged to borrowers was the base rate plus borrower-

specific charges. However, the flexibility accorded to banks in the determination of cost of

funds – average, marginal or blended cost – caused opacity in the determination of lending

rates by different banks and rendered the assessment of monetary transmission difficult.

I.5 The Reserve Bank instituted a new lending rate system for banks – the marginal

cost of funds based lending rate (MCLR) system – effective April 1, 2016 with a view to

improving transmission. The BPLR, the base rate and the MCLR were internal benchmarks

set by each bank for pricing of credit. However, unlike the BPLR and the base rate, the

formula for computing the MCLR was prescribed by the Reserve Bank. Since 2000, banks

are also free to price credit linked to external benchmarks. However, the share of rupee

loans linked to external benchmarks has been miniscule.

I.6 The experience with the MCLR system has not been satisfactory, even though it

has been an improvement over the base rate system. The transmission has remained uneven

in terms of its pace and magnitude: (i) across the sectors of the economy; (ii) between

deposit and lending rates; and (iii) between fresh rupee loans and outstanding rupee loans.

The base rates of different banks, in particular, have remained rigid since introduction of

the MCLR. While the extent of change in base rate may not necessarily mirror the changes

in the MCLR, the rigidity of the base rate is a matter of concern for efficient transmission

of monetary policy to the real economy. Also, a large portfolio of banks’ loans – about

one-fourth – continues at the base rate and does not show the expected sensitivity to

changes in the policy rate of the Reserve Bank.

I.7 The spread, as measured by the difference between the lending rate and the 1-year

MCLR, which was expected to be by and large stable, has shown large variations from

month to month, from bank to bank and from sector to sector. While some variability in

the spread over the MCLR was expected, large variations in the spreads are difficult to

explain. Accordingly, an internal Study Group was constituted to study the various aspects

of the MCLR system and explore linking of bank lending rates directly to market-

determined benchmarks. The announcement of the Constitution of the Study Group was
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made in the Statement on Developmental and Regulatory Policy of the Reserve Bank on

August 2, 2017. The Study Group comprised the following officials:

Dr. Janak Raj, Chairman
Principal Adviser,
Monetary Policy Department

Smt. Parvathy V. Sundaram, Member
Chief General Manager-in-Charge,
Department of Banking Supervision

Shri S.S. Barik, Member
Chief General Manager-in-Charge,
Department of Banking Regulation

Shri T. Rabi Sankar, Member
Chief General Manager,
Financial Markets Regulation Department

Shri R. Gurumurthy, Member
Chief General Manager,
Financial Stability Unit

Terms of Reference of the Study Group

I.8 The terms of reference for the Study Group were as under:

(i) To study whether the MCLR has achieved the objective for which it was

introduced.

(ii) To look into the practices followed by banks for fixing the spread over the MCLR.

(iii) To suggest appropriate modification in the MCLR system with a view to

strengthening the monetary transmission.

(iv) To make any other recommendation with regard to setting of interest rates by banks

for improving the monetary transmission.

I.9 The Study Group was required to submit the report within two months (Annex I.1).
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Chapter II

Monetary Transmission: The Base Rate and the MCLR Systems

I. Introduction

II.1 In India, banks are the main conduits through which monetary impulses are

transmitted to the real economy. Hence, it has been the endeavour of the Reserve Bank

to strengthen the monetary transmission by focussing on the design of the lending

interest rates of the banking system. It was in keeping with this that the Reserve Bank

introduced the base rate system in July 2010, which was replaced by the marginal cost

of funds based lending rate (MCLR) system in April 2016. This chapter undertakes a

detailed review of the working of the base rate and the MCLR systems with a view to

(i) assessing how monetary transmission has worked under these two regimes; and (ii)

understanding the various factors that impede the monetary transmission.

II. Banks’ Lending Rate Systems since the Early 1990s: An Overview

Prime Lending Rate (PLR) System

II.2 After the introduction of the financial sector reforms in the early 1990s, the

Reserve Bank initiated various measures to progressively deregulate the interest rates

– both deposit and lending rates. In a major initiative in October 1994, the Reserve

Bank deregulated lending rates for credit limits over Rs.2 lakh. Banks were also

required to declare their prime lending rates (PLR), i.e., the interest rate charged for

the most creditworthy borrowers. The PLR was to be computed taking into account

factors such as cost of funds and transaction costs, and was expected to act as a floor

for lending above Rs.2 lakh. The experience with the working of the PLR system,

however, was not satisfactory mainly for two reasons: (i) both the PLR and the spread

charged over the PLR varied widely across banks; and (ii) the PLRs of banks were

rigid and inflexible in relation to the overall direction of interest rates in the economy.

Benchmark Prime Lending Rate (BPLR) System

II.3 In order to improve transparency and ensure appropriate pricing of loans, the

Reserve Bank advised banks in April 2003 to announce Benchmark PLRs (BPLRs).
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Banks were required to compute BPLRs taking into account the cost of funds,

operational costs, minimum margin to cover regulatory requirements (provisioning

and capital charge), and profit margin. The BPLR system also fell short of its original

intent of enhancing transparency and serving as the reference rate for pricing of loan

products. The transparency aspect, in particular, was hit by the fact that a large part of

the lending actually took place at interest rates below the announced BPLRs. The share

of sub-BPLR lending was as high as 77 per cent in September 2008, concentrated at

long-term tenors (above three years), rendering it difficult to assess the transmission

of policy rate changes of the Reserve Bank to lending rates of banks. The residential

housing loans and the consumer durable loans were outside the purview of the BPLR.

As such, sub-BPLR lending became a major distortion in terms of cross-subsidisation

across borrower categories.

The Base Rate System

II.4 The drawbacks of the BPLR system called for a further refinement of the

lending rate system and the base rate system was introduced in July 2010. Under this

framework, each bank was required to announce its base rate, taking into account, inter

alia, the costs of borrowed funds (Table II.1). The base rate was to be the minimum

rate for all loans, except for some specified categories1. The actual lending rate charged

to the borrowers was to be the base rate plus borrower-specific charges. The base rate

system, with a link to the banks’ cost of funds, was expected to facilitate better pricing

of loans, enhance transparency in lending rates and improve the assessment of the

transmission of monetary policy. In practice, flexibility accorded to banks in the

determination of cost of funds – average, marginal or blended cost – caused opacity in

the determination of lending rates by banks and clouded an accurate assessment of the

speed and strength of the transmission. Moreover, the discrimination in the pricing of

credit between the new and old customers continued, as banks often adjusted the

spread over the base rate to benefit the new borrowers.

1 Following categories of loans were kept outside the base rate systems: (a) Differential Rate of Interest (DRI)
advances; (b) loans to banks’ own employees; (c) loans to banks’ depositors against their own deposits; (d) agricultural
loans (with interest rate subvention given by the government); (e) rupee export credit; and (f) some specific cases of
restructured loans.
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Table II.1: The Base Rate and the MCLR Methodologies – A Comparison

Base Rate System
(effective July 1, 2010)

MCLR System
(effective April 1, 2016)

(a) Cost of (Borrowed) Funds (a) Marginal Cost of Funds
[= 92% of Marginal Cost of Deposits and Other
Borrowings + 8% of Return on Net Worth]

(b) Negative Carry on cash reserve ratio
(CRR)/statutory liquidity ratio (SLR)

(b) Negative Carry on CRR

(c) Unallocatable Overhead Cost (c) Operating Cost

(d) Average Return on Net Worth (d) Tenor Premium/Discount

Base Rate = a+b+c+d MCLR = a+b+c +d

 One base rate for each bank
 Any benchmark could be used
 Frequency: Quarterly review with

Board’s approval
 No prescribed reset period
 Fixed rate loan – not below base rate

 Tenor-linked benchmark
 No discretion allowed on benchmark
 Frequency: Monthly on a pre-announced date
 Reset period indicated in contract. Maximum one

year reset period for floating rate loans
 Fixed rate loan over 3 year tenor – exempt from

MCLR.

Marginal Cost of Funds based Lending Rate (MCLR) System

II.5 The weaknesses and rigidities observed with the transmission under the base

rate system were intended to be addressed through marginal cost of funds based

lending rate (MCLR) system for new loans, effective April 1, 2016. The base rate

system, however, was expected to be in operation concomitantly for the loans already

contracted, pending their maturity or a shift to the MCLR system at mutually agreeable

terms between the bank and the borrower. The parallel operation of the MCLR and the

base rate systems has considerably impacted the transmission in respect of the

outstanding loans linked to the base rate as detailed later in this report.

II.6 The MCLR consists of four components: (a) marginal cost of funds [marginal

cost of borrowings (comprising deposits and other borrowings) and return on net

worth]; (b) negative carry on account of cash reserve ratio (CRR); (c) operating costs;

and (d) term premium (Table II.1). Under the MCLR system, banks are required to

determine their benchmark lending rates linked to their marginal cost of funds [unlike

the base rate system where banks had the discretion to choose between the average

cost or the marginal cost (or blended cost) of funds]. As such, lending rates were

expected to be more sensitive to the changes in the policy rate under the MCLR system

vis-à-vis its predecessor (the base rate). The MCLR plus spread is the actual lending
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rate charged to a borrower. The spread comprises only two components, viz., business

strategy and credit risk premium.

III. Transmission under the Base Rate and the MCLR Systems: An Analysis

II.7 The MCLR regime has been in operation for almost 18 months and the

transmission under the system has, like the earlier systems, remained below

expectations. The extent and pace of reduction in MCLRs have been uneven since

April 2016, and a large part of the observed transmission was due to the

demonetisation-induced surge in the balances under current and savings accounts

(CASA). While the transmission to interest rates on fresh rupee loans has been

significant, it has been partial to existing loans (both at the base rate and outstanding

MCLR) (Table II.2 and Chart II.1).

Fresh Rupee Loans

i. As against the total reduction in the policy repo rate of 200 basis points (bps)

between December 2014 and August 2017, the weighted average lending

interest rate (WALR) on fresh rupee loans declined by 193 bps. A significant

part of transmission (96 bps), however, occurred post-demonetisation.

ii. Between January 2015 and August 2017, the median base rate of banks

declined by only 75 bps vis-à-vis 158 bps decline in the banks’ median term

deposit rate, and 195 bps decline in the weighted average domestic term

deposit rate (WADTDR).

iii. Between April 1, 2016 (when the MCLR became operational) and October

2016 (i.e., prior to demonetisation), the reduction in the 1-year median

MCLR (15 bps) trailed significantly the reduction in the median term

deposits rate (around 27 bps) and the policy repo rate (50 bps). The median

base rate remained almost unchanged during this period.

iv. During the post-demonetisation period (November 2016 onwards), while

the weighted average term deposit rate (69 bps) and the median MCLR (80

bps) declined significantly, the median base rate of banks declined only

marginally by 14 bps (Table II.2).
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WALR: Weighted average lending rate.

Source: Special Monthly Return VIAB, RBI.
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Chart II.1: Lending Rates of Scheduled Commercial Banks

WALR-Outstanding WALR-Fresh Loans

Median Base Rate Median 1-year MCLR

Table II.2: Transmission from the Policy Repo Rate to Banks’ Deposit and Lending Rates
(Variation in percentage points)

Period
Repo
Rate

Term Deposit Rates Lending Rates

Median Term
Deposit Rate

WADTDR
Median Base

Rate

Median
MCLR (1-

year)

WALR -
Outstanding
Rupee Loans

WALR -
Fresh Rupee

Loans

August 2017 over
end-December 2014 -2.00 -1.58 -1.95 -0.75 * -1.25 -1.93

August 2017 over
April 1, 2016 -0.75 -0.86 -1.04 -0.15 -0.95 -0.61 -0.95

Memo:
Pre-Demonetisation

January 2015 to
October 2016 -1.75 -0.99 -1.26 -0.61 * -0.75 -0.97

April 1, 2016 to
October 2016 -0.50 -0.27 -0.35 -0.01 -0.15 -0.11 0.01

Post Demonetisation

November 2016 to
August 2017 -0.25 -0.59 -0.69 -0.14 -0.80 -0.50 -0.96

WADTDR: Weighted Average Domestic Term Deposit Rate.
WALR: Weighted Average Lending Rate.
MCLR: Marginal Cost of Funds based Lending Rate.
*: MCLR system was put in place in April 2016.
Source: Special Monthly Return VIAB, RBI.
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Outstanding Rupee Loans

II.8 The transmission to outstanding rupee loans was significantly lower than the

policy rate. As against the cumulative policy rate cut of 200 bps during December 2014

and August 2017, the weighted average lending rate (WALR) declined by 125 bps, of

which 50 bps reduction was post-demonetisation. The transmission to outstanding

rupee loans was also weak in relation to the reduction of 195 bps in the weighted

average term deposit interest rate and notwithstanding a significant increase in low

cost CASA deposits (Box II.1).

Box II.1: Demonetisation: Impact on Transmission

As banks credited the depositors’ accounts with the value of surrendered
demonetised bank notes, post-demonetisation, CASA deposits of banks rose
sharply. The share of the low cost CASA deposits in total bank deposits increased
from 35.2 per cent in October 2016 to 40.6 per cent in March 2017, before declining
to 38.6 per cent in June 2017 (Table A). The surge in deposits during November-
December 2016 led to a large surplus liquidity – with a peak of near Rs.8 trillion –
with the banking system. With credit demand remaining sluggish, banks reduced
their term deposit rates significantly towards end-December 2016/early-January
2017; interest rates on saving deposit accounts, however, were left unchanged. In an
environment of surplus liquidity, weak credit demand, lower cost of term deposits,
and a surge in low cost CASA deposits, banks announced a large cut in their MCLRs
in January 2017. Thus, a large part of the transmission was facilitated by a large
surplus liquidity on account of demonetisation.

Table A: Share of CASA in Aggregate Deposits – Scheduled Commercial Banks #

As on the last Reporting Friday Share (Per cent)

March 2013 33.1
March 2014 32.8

March 2015 32.7
March 2016 34.1

October 2016 35.2
March 2017 40.6

June 2017 38.6
#: Excluding Regional Rural Banks.

Transmission: Bank Group-wise

II.9 The transmission was uneven across bank groups. The transmission to the

WALR on outstanding rupee loans was relatively better in the case of private sector

banks vis-à-vis public sector banks and foreign banks (Table II.3).
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Table II.3: Transmission – Weighted Average Lending Rate*: Bank Group-Wise

(Variation in Percentage Points)

Period Repo Rate
Public Sector

Banks
Private Sector

Banks
Foreign Banks SCBs#

January 2015 to June 2017 -1.75 -1.09 -1.52 -1.14 -1.17

Pre-Demonetisation

(January 2015 to October 2016) -1.75 -0.70 -1.00 -0.98 -0.75

Post-Demonetisation

(November 2016 to June 2017) 0.00 -0.39 -0.52 -0.16 -0.42

*: Relates to outstanding rupee loans. #: excluding Regional Rural Banks.
Source: Special Monthly Return VIAB, RBI.

Transmission: Borrowing Categories-wise

II.10 The extent of transmission was also asymmetric across sectors (Table II.4).

The decline in the WALR on outstanding loans during December 2014-June 2017 was

greater for large industrial entities (despite higher NPAs) vis-à-vis retail housing and

retail vehicle loans. Even in an environment of easy monetary policy, interest rates on

credit cards increased by almost 100 bps, touching almost 40 per cent per annum.

Table II.4: Weighted Average Lending Rates*: Sector-wise
(Per cent)

End-
Month

Rupee
Export
Credit

Trade
Industry
(Large)

Profes-
sional

Services

Infra-
struc-
ture

Personal
Other@

Personal
Education

MSMEs
Personal
Housing

Personal
Vehicle

Agriculture
Personal
Credit
Card

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

Dec-14 12.16 13.09 12.95 12.39 13.05 14.24 12.90 13.05 10.76 11.83 10.93 37.86

Mar-15 12.04 13.07 12.80 12.46 12.89 13.94 12.87 12.91 10.99 11.62 10.96 37.88

Mar-16 11.46 12.50 12.36 11.81 12.06 13.90 12.48 12.25 10.56 11.65 10.74 38.00

Mar-17 10.98 11.59 11.57 11.21 11.80 12.85 11.70 11.88 9.78 11.05 10.95 39.02

Jun-17 9.78 11.41 11.28 10.91 11.59 12.85 11.53 11.75 9.59 10.87 10.78 38.88

Variation (Percentage Points)

Jun-17
over
Dec14

-2.38 -1.68 -1.67 -1.48 -1.46 -1.39 -1.37 -1.30 -1.17 -0.96 -0.15 1.02

Jun-17
over
Oct-16

-1.00 -0.45 -0.36 -0.65 -0.30 -0.13 -0.87 -0.48 -0.41 -0.58 -0.10 -0.13

*: Relates to outstanding rupee loans, at which 60 per cent or more business is contacted.
@: Other than housing, vehicle, education and credit card loans.
Source: Special Monthly Return VIAB, RBI.
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Transmission: Monetary Policy Cycles

II.11 The transmission to lending rates over different monetary policy cycles was

asymmetric. It was somewhat higher during the tightening phase of monetary policy

and lower during the easing phase, irrespective of the interest rate regime (Table II.5).

Table II.5: Transmission – Tightening and Easing Policy Cycles

(Variation in Percentage Points)

Phase Repo
Rate

Public Sector Banks Private Sector Banks Foreign Banks SCBs

DR LR-O LR-F DR LR-O LR-F DR LR-O LR-F DR LR-O LR-F

Tightening

April 2004-
September 2008

3.0 2.41 0.09 - 2.96 -0.60 - 2.95 -1.90 - 2.53 -0.23 -

Easing

October 2008-
February 2010

-4.25 -1.43 -1.84 - -2.47 -1.56 - -3.63 -2.00 - -1.74 -1.81 -

Tightening

March 2010-
June 2010

0.50 - - - - - - - - - - - -

July 2010-
March 2012

3.25 2.06 2.29 - 2.72 1.29 - 3.58 1.03 2.22 2.03 -

Easing

April 2012-
June 2013

-1.25 -0.40 -0.60 - -0.73 -0.08 - -0.84 0.39 -0.46 -0.44 -

Tightening

July 2013-
December 2014

0.75 -0.10 -0.35 -0.16 -0.10 0.01 0.45 0.35 -0.46 0.09 -0.09 -0.28 0.05

Easing

January 2015-
March 2016

-1.25 -0.93 -0.58 -0.98 -0.85 -0.88 -1.12 -0.88 -0.72 -0.68 -0.91 -0.64 -0.98

April 2016-
October 2016

-0.50 -0.34 -0.12 0.05 -0.34 -0.12 0.02 -0.27 -0.26 -0.47 -0.35 -0.11 0.01

November 2016-
June 2017

0 -0.57 -0.39 -0.97 -0.63 -0.52 -1.24 -0.51 -0.16 -0.57 -0.57 -0.42 -0.98

DR: Weighted Average Domestic Term Deposit Rate.
LR-O: Weighted Average Lending Rate on Outstanding Rupee Loans.
LR-F: Weighted Average Lending Rate on Fresh Rupee Loans.
Source: Special Monthly Return VIAB, RBI.

II.12 The above analysis suggests that the transmission to fresh rupee loans was

significant, especially post demonetisation. However, the transmission to outstanding

rupee loans, especially base rate portfolio, was significantly lower. The transmission

was uneven across bank groups and sectors. It was also asymmetric across monetary

policy cycles.
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Working of the Base Rate System: Some Concerns

II.13 The Study Group conducted a study of the methodology of the base rate

calculation of a few major banks. The study revealed that the banks took recourse to

many ad hoc adjustments in the methodology, which either inflated the base rate or

prevented the base rate from falling in line with the cost of funds (Box II.2).

Box II.2: Base Rate Methodology of Select Banks: Key Findings

The key findings of a study of four major banks (two public sector banks and
two private sector banks) revealed the following discrepancies:

 For calculating the cost of deposits/funds, one major public sector
bank took average of the card rates of retail term deposits (7 days to
1 year) only, ignoring fully the low cost CASA deposits [current
account (no interest cost) and saving account (interest cost of 4 per
cent)], which formed a significant portion of the total deposits of the
bank.

 Another major public sector bank kept the base rate unchanged
between September 2016 and March 2017 even as its cost of deposits
declined by around 40 bps. The bank, however, increased its return
on net worth by almost 45 bps; as a result, the base rate remained
unchanged.

 The actual base rate worked out by one major private sector bank in
March 2017 was almost 80 bps higher than suggested by the base rate
formula. In April 2017, the bank’s actual base rate was close to the
formula, as the bank tweaked the formula-based base rate, by adding
two new components to the formula.

 The cost of deposits of another private sector bank declined by almost
120 bps between Q3:2016-17 and Q4:2016-17, but the bank offset a
large chunk of this decline by increasing its return on net worth by
almost 100 bps. As a result, the decline in the base rate was just a
fraction of the decline in the cost of deposits.

II.14 Even 15 months after the introduction of the MCLR regime, a sizable part of

loans (around 30 per cent) is still at the base rate. The progress of migration of

borrowers from the base rate system to the MCLR regime has been tardy (Box II.3).
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Box II.3: Migration of Borrowers to the MCLR Regime – Why is the Progress
Slow?

Though the base rate system replaced the BPLR system with effect from July 1,
2010, and the MCLR system replaced the base rate system from April 1, 2016, some past
loans based on the BPLR system and the base rate system have continued in the system.
The switchover from one system to another can take place only on mutually agreed terms
between the bank and the borrower.

Customers who shifted from the BPLR regime to the base rate regime were
charged a spread higher than the borrowers who entered the base rate system directly,
leading to issues of discrimination amongst existing and new customers. Banks insist
on charging the same interest rate (in nominal terms) if a customer wishes to switch from
the base rate regime to the MCLR regime. In other words, an existing customer who
wants to convert his base rate linked loan to a MCLR linked loan would be required to
pay a higher spread than the new borrower even though all other factors that go into the
pricing of credit (risk profile, maturity, and loan type) remain the same. This
discrimination with the existing borrowers is a direct consequence of a modest
downward revision in the base rate as against a much sharper decline in the MCLR
during the most recent easing cycle.

In an easy monetary policy environment, where the average cost of deposits is
higher than the marginal cost, the lenders – motivated to attract new business – prefer to
pass on the benefits of lower cost of marginal funds primarily to the new customers,
while they continue to charge higher interest rates from the existing customers. In other
words, while banks provide all the incentives to new borrowers to attract them, they deny
such benefits to existing borrowers. This way, banks are able to grow their new business
and protect their balance sheets from the interest rate risk, and maintain their NIMs.
Hence, banks have little incentive to nudge their existing base rate borrowers to switch
to the MCLR system. Banks have also been slow in reducing their base rates and in some
cases the base rate was arbitrarily inflated, as alluded to before. As a result, floating rate
loans contracted during the base rate regime still carry higher rates of interest than the
floating rate loans contracted during the MCLR regime. In fact, the initial wedge that
existed between the base rate and MCLR in April 2016 has widened further.

The MCLR guidelines did not provide for any sunset clause for loans linked to
the BPLR/base rate. While existing loans based on the BPLR/base rate system could run
till their maturity, the existing borrowers desirous of switching to the MCLR system,
before expiry of the existing contracts, were given an option to migrate on mutually
agreed terms. Further, in terms of existing guidelines, no fee was allowed to be charged
for switch over from the BPLR system to the base rate system. However, in the case of
a shift of BPLR/base rate linked loans to MCLR linked loans, fees can be charged. It is
significant that: (i) banks do not widely publicise the option to shift to MCLR linked
loans; (ii) banks can charge a fee for facilitating the shift; and (iii) there is no reduction
in the interest rate immediately following the shift. For all these reasons, customers are
either ignorant of the option or are discouraged from shifting to MCLR linked loans.
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Recommendations

II.15 The lower transmission from the policy rate to the base rate loan portfolio

was mainly due to the reason that banks followed different methods to calculate the

base rate. Banks, therefore, could be advised to re-calculate the base rate immediately

by removing/readjusting arbitrary and entirely discretionary components added to the

formula. It needs to be ensured that the calculation of the base rate is not

compromised in any way. The methodology adopted by banks should be subject to a

regular supervisory review.

II.16 In the absence of any sunset clause on the base rate, banks have been quite slow in

migrating their existing customers to the MCLR regime. Most of the base rate customers are

retail/SME borrowers. Hence, the banking sector’s weak pass-through to the base rate is

turning out to be deleterious to the retail/SME borrowers in an easy monetary cycle. To

address this concern, besides immediate recalculation of base rates as recommended in

paragraph II.15, banks may be advised to allow existing borrowers to migrate to the MCLR if

they so choose to do without any conversion fee or any other charges for switchover on

mutually agreed terms. However, after the adoption of an external benchmark starting from

April 1, 2018 as recommended by the Study Group (refer paras IV.43 - IV.45), banks may be

advised to migrate all existing benchmark prime lending rate (BPLR)/base rate/MCLR

borrowers to the new benchmark without any conversion fee or any other charges for

switchover on mutually agreed terms within one year from the introduction of the external

benchmark, i.e., by end-March 2019.

Working of the MCLR System: Some Concerns

II.17 The implementation of the MCLR regime at the bank level raises some

concerns (Box II.4).
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Box II.4: The MCLR Regime in Practice – A Study of Select Banks: Major Findings

Several banks have resorted to a number of practices which have been at variance with
the guidelines prescribed by the Reserve Bank and have hampered the smooth implementation
of the MCLR regime. A special study conducted by the Study Group suggests several
disconcerting practices followed by banks, which, among others, include the following:
 Even after 18 months of its introduction, in most banks, only around 40 per cent of the

corporate portfolio and one fourth of retail portfolio are under the MCLR regime.
 A few banks made little effort to migrate small and retail customers from the base rate

system to the MCLR regime, as there was no proper dissemination of switchover option
through the branches of the banks or their websites.

 A number of banks levied a one-time switchover fee on migration of advances from the
base rate to the MCLR regime. Moreover, it was observed that the effective interest rate
burden on the borrower remains the same even after switching to the MCLR regime
from the base rate regime. In a few cases, interest rates were raised by as much as 300
basis points.

 The calculation methodology followed by banks raises some concerns:
o Some banks had inflated the return on net worth (RoNW), which was neither in

tune with market conditions nor with their track record. This was done presumably
to bring MCLR close to the prevailing base rate of the concerned bank.

o Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) was arbitrarily used with varying
assumptions to compute the cost of capital to arrive at the RoNW.

o Some banks did not have a cost accounting system for their loan products and
loaded the entire operational cost – components such as clearing house rent,
corporate social responsibility spending – which were not directly associated with
lending, thereby overstating the operating costs.

o The definition of operating cost followed by some banks was not in accordance
with the guidelines prescribed by the Reserve Bank. As per the guidelines, the
operating cost component was to be used for computing MCLR at the bank-wide
level, while the operating cost used by some banks was different for various loan
products.

o Computation of core and volatile portion of saving deposit accounts in some banks
was at variance with the guidelines.

o A large portion of increase in CASA deposits post-demonetisation was not
considered as a core component of deposits by a bank.

o A bank computed the MCLR for one-year tenor, even though it was not the single
largest maturity bucket for the total funds.

o Some banks considered a lower part of saving deposits as core deposits for
computation of marginal cost of funds.

o Some banks determined tenor premia/discounts subjectively in the absence of any
method/market benchmarks.

o Some banks have not reviewed tenor premia/discounts determined since March
2016.

o In the case of one bank, loan pricing was determined based on fund transfer pricing
instead of being determined as per the mandated base rate/MCLR methodology.
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MCLR and Lending Rates

II.18 Different components of MCLR vary across banks reflecting: (i) differences

in the composition and maturity profile of their liabilities – current, savings and time

deposits - and the extent of reliance on retail vis-à-vis wholesale customers, which has

a bearing on the cost of funds; (ii) divergences in the operating cost arising out of

differences in the use of technology, quality of human capital and the geographical

spread of bank branches; and (iii) the return on net worth expected by banks.

II.19 What matters for monetary policy is the transmission from the policy rate to

actual lending rates, which consist of MCLR and the spread charged over the MCLR,

as alluded to earlier. Thus, the transmission to MCLRs may not necessarily lead to

transmission to lending rates, if banks make offsetting adjustments in spreads charged

along with the changes in their MCLRs. It is noteworthy that in the case of fresh loans,

spreads charged by SCBs narrowed between April 2016 and June 2017. However, in

the case of outstanding loans, spreads widened, suggesting that banks adjusted the

spreads charged over MCLRs upwards such that the reduction in lending rates was

lower than that in MCLRs. This was mainly on account of widening of spreads by

public sector banks and foreign banks, while spreads charged by private banks declined

(Chart II.2). Thus, for assessing the effectiveness of monetary transmission, it is

important to study the MCLR and the spreads charged separately.
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Chart II.2: Median Spread - Lending Rate over 1-Year MCLR

Note: Lending Rate is the Weighted Average Lending Rate.
PSBs: Public sector banks; PvtSBs: Private sector banks; FBs: Foreign banks; SCBs: scheduled commercial
banks (excluding RRBs).
Source: Special Monthly Return VIAB, RBI.

II.20 While the practices followed by banks with regard to setting of spreads over

the base rate/MCLR are detailed in the next chapter, the main factors that appeared to

have impeded monetary transmission are detailed in the following section.

IV. Factors Impeding Monetary Transmission

II.21 A number of factors impede a fuller and speedier pass-through from the

Reserve Bank’s policy repo rate to banks’ deposit and lending rates.

Maturity Profile of Deposits and Loans

II.22 As at end-March 2016, more than half of the deposits of commercial banks

were in a maturity bucket of ‘one year and above’ and almost 20 per cent of the

deposits were in a maturity bucket of ‘five years and above’ (Chart II.3)2. During the

easy cycle of monetary policy, banks reduced their deposits rates on new deposits,

2 Source: Statistical Tables Relating to Banks in India, 2016. The data are sourced from the annual reports of SCBs
and represent allocation of deposits by banks among the various maturity buckets based on RBI’s ALM guidelines.
According to the data published in the Reserve Bank’s Basic Statistical Returns of SCBs of India, 2016, term deposits
of SCBs in the maturity bucket of ‘five years and above’ constituted 14.0 per cent of outstanding term deposits as at
end-March 2016.
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which lowered the marginal cost of funds. However, more than 50 per cent of deposits

with a maturity of one year and above continued to attract high interest rates. The high

cost and long maturity deposits kept the average cost of deposits elevated, which, in

turn, appeared to have constrained banks from lowering their lending interest rates.

The constraint was felt more acutely by public sector and private sector banks as they

held more than 20 per cent of their deposits with maturity five years and above; foreign

banks held only a negligible share of their deposits with maturity of five years and

above.

Source: Statistical Tables Relating to Banks in India, 2016.

II.23 The rigidity in interest rate on savings accounts (detailed in the following

section) observed during 2011-17 was another major factor that kept the average (as

also marginal) cost of funds high during the easy phase and low during the tight phase.

II.24 While almost all bank deposits were at fixed rates, most of banks’ loans

(almost 80 per cent) were at floating rates. The maturity profile of loans and advances

extended by public sector and private sector banks was skewed towards longer-term

loans (one year and more), while that of foreign banks was towards shorter loans (one

year and less) (Chart II.4). The asymmetry in the interest rate setting (fixed for deposits

and largely floating for loans) combined with a substantial part of deposits in longer
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maturities appeared to have constrained banks from quickly transmitting the policy

rate cuts to their lending rates, especially on past loans.

Source: Statistical Tables Relating to Banks in India, 2016.

II.25 Base rate-linked loans currently account for around 30 per cent of the

outstanding bank credit, with wide variation across bank groups (negligible in the case

of foreign banks and 41 per cent in the case of public sector banks). The base rate loan

portfolio also varied widely within the same bank group (Table II.6). A sizable

proportion of loans at the base rate combined with the slow pace of reduction in the

base rate impaired the pace of monetary transmission to interest rates on outstanding

loans.
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Table II.6: Bank Credit at Floating Rates: Benchmark-based Shares

(Per cent to total credit)

Group
BPLR Base Rate MCLR LIBOR

Mar-17 Jun-17 Mar-17 Jun-17 Mar-17 Jun-17 Mar-17 Jun-17

Public Sector Banks (21)

Minimum 0.04 0.03 34.39 28.11 18.23 27.06 - -

Maximum 15.69 13.25 62.67 56.55 56.54 62.56 - -

Median 1.40 1.48 47.23 41.39 31.57 39.51 - -

Private Sector Banks (20)

Minimum 0.00 0.01 7.32 5.01 20.50 22.38 0.61 1.78

Maximum 2.30 1.75 53.00 42.00 100.00 100.00 7.37 9.13

Median 0.39 0.24 32.38 25.19 44.43 50.37 3.99 5.46

Foreign Banks (28)

Minimum 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Maximum 0.55 0.44 71.00 27.11 100.00 100.00 60.12 80.21

Median 0.00 0.00 9.04 0.07 49.74 52.75 16.78 23.20

Scheduled Commercial Banks (69)

Minimum 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Maximum 15.69 13.25 71.00 56.55 100.00 100.00 60.12 80.21

Median 0.78 0.44 34.41 26.43 36.68 43.42 13.89 18.36

Source: Special survey of commercial banks conducted by RBI.

II.26 The transmission to outstanding rupee loans was also adversely impacted as

one fifth of outstanding bank credit was at fixed rates at end-June 2017, with wide

dispersion across bank groups and also within bank groups (Table II.7). The proportion

of fixed rate loans was around 35 per cent in the case of foreign banks and relatively

moderate (15 per cent) in the case of public sector banks. Fixed rate loans weakened

the overall transmission of monetary policy.

Table II.7: Share of Fixed Rate Loans
(Per cent in total credit)

PSBs PvtSBs Foreign Banks SCBs

Mar-17 Jun-17 Mar-17 Jun-17 Mar-17 Jun-17 Mar-17 Jun-17

Minimum 0.46 0.86 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Maximum 27.54 28.80 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

Median 15.00 15.27 24.00 26.47 41.59 34.50 19.02 19.15

Note: Data pertain to 69 scheduled commercial banks (21 PSBs, 20 private sector banks and 28 foreign banks).
Source: Special survey of commercial banks conducted by RBI.
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II.27 Even in the case of floating rate loans, the benefit of the realised reduction in

the MCLR was available mostly to fresh rupee loans after a lag, of about one year,

since interest rates on floating rate loans were reset at fixed periodicity, which is

typically one year. This was one of the reasons that the reduction in WALR on

outstanding rupee loans between April 2016 and August 2017 was only 61 bps vis-à-

vis a reduction of almost 100 bps in the one-year median MCLR rate.

Recommendation

II.28 The reset clause, which is typically one year, impedes monetary transmission

as the pass-through of monetary policy changes to existing floating rate loans is

delayed. The Study Group, therefore, recommends that the periodicity of resetting the

interest rates by banks on all floating rate loans, retail as well as corporate, be reduced

from once in a year to once in a quarter.

Rigidity in Saving Deposit Rates

II.29 Saving deposits constitute more than three-fourth of CASA balances of

commercial banks (Chart II.5).

*: Excluding Regional Rural Banks.
Source: RBI.

II.30 In the run up to the deregulation of savings deposit interest rates in India in

2011, banks had expressed apprehension that the deregulation would lead to a rate war
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among banks. In contrast, however, interest rates on saving deposits of major banks

remained sticky at 4 per cent (until very recently), barring some minor adjustments by

some smaller and private and foreign banks and some new banks. This is despite the

fact that monetary policy switched from a tightening mode to an accommodative mode

twice over the period and term deposit interest rates moved in either direction (Chart

II.6). Between October 2011 and June 2017, 11 SCBs, with a market share of 4.1 per

cent in aggregate deposits, increased their saving deposit rates in a range of 10 bps to

300 bps.

Note: WAEIR is the Weighted Average Effective Interest Rate. Source: RBI

II.31 It was only on July 31, 2017 that the State Bank of India (SBI), the largest

bank in the country, slashed interest rate on saving deposits by 50 bps to 3.5 per cent

on balances of Rs.1 crore and below. The decline in the share of CASA balances in the

post-March 2017 period (reversing a part of the sharp rise witnessed in November-

December 2016, due to demonetisation) (see Box II.1) pushed up banks’ cost of funds

and `would have necessitated an increase in MCLRs. However, this option was not

easy given the low credit offtake. Hence, some banks, led by the SBI, decided to reduce
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the interest rate on saving deposits. In all, 28 banks, accounting for a market share of

82.8 per cent in aggregate deposits, reduced their savings deposit rates in a range of 25

bps to 150 bps during August–September 2017. Despite the recent reduction in the

saving deposit interest rate by some banks, the spreads between savings deposit interest

rate on the one hand, and term deposit interest rates on the other, have remained wide

(Chart II.7).

Note: WAEIR is the Weighted Average Effective Interest Rate; WATDR is the Weighted Average Term Deposit
Rate.
Source: RBI.

II.32 The observed rigidity in the interest rate on saving deposits can be due to the

following factors. First, saving deposit balances are almost 30 per cent of banks’ total

deposits. Therefore, any change in the interest rate on these balances is applicable to

all outstanding balances, which has an immediate and sizable impact on banks’ cost of

funds. In contrast, changes in interest rates on time deposits impact only incremental

deposits contracted at the new rate, the impact of which on the overall cost of funds is

limited. Hence, banks chose not to raise interest rate on saving deposits during the

tightening phase of monetary policy.

II.33 Second, some banks with whom the Study Group held discussions indicated

that saving deposits entail high operating costs. Given the higher overall costs, most

banks chose not to increase their interest rates on saving deposits during the tightening
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phase of monetary policy (2011-12). Since banks did not increase the interest rate on

saving deposits during the tightening phase, it appeared that there was reluctance by

banks to reduce saving deposit rates during the easing phase of monetary policy.

II.34 It is intriguing that saving deposit interest rates remained sticky even when

the policy repo rate and banks’ own term deposit interest rates moved in either

direction significantly after deregulation of the saving deposit interest rate in October

2011. On the one hand, banks appear reluctant to reduce interest rate on saving deposits

as they face competition from mutual funds and small savings. On the other hand,

banks chose not to raise saving deposit interest rates when all other interest rates in the

system moved up significantly during 2011-12. Had banks raised saving deposit

interest rates during the tight monetary policy phase, it would not have been so difficult

to reduce the interest rates on such deposits during the easy monetary policy cycle.

That the saving deposits carry high operational cost cannot be a good enough reason

for banks not to change interest rate on such deposits in line with other interest rates.

This is not to suggest that the saving deposit interest rates need to be changed to the

same extent as term deposit interest rates. However, there is certainly a strong case for

adjusting such rates regularly in line with other interest rates in the system.

Competitive Pressures from other Financial Saving Instruments

II.35 While modulating their deposit rates in response to monetary policy signals,

commercial banks also take into account returns available to depositors on alternative

instruments of financial savings. In particular, banks in India take into account interest

rates on small saving schemes and returns available on mutual fund schemes.

II.36 Small savings by the government compete directly with bank deposits.

Although the government has been periodically adjusting downwards the interest rates

on these instruments since April 2016, these still remain well above those being offered

by the banking system. Interest rates on small saving schemes also remain higher than

the rates based on the formula indicated by the Government in its press release of

February 16, 2016 (Table II.8). The tax adjusted rate of return on select small savings

schemes (viz., 5-year time deposits, public provident fund, national savings certificates
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and senior citizen’s savings scheme) are even higher. A large interest rate differential

in favour of small savings can lead to a significant migration of deposits away from

banks, with an adverse impact on banks’ lending capacity. Hence, this appeared to

have constrained banks from reducing their deposit interest rates in consonance with

the changes in the monetary policy rate, especially during the easing phase of monetary

policy.

Table II.8: Interest Rates: Select Small Saving Schemes and
Commercial Bank Term Deposits

(Per cent)
Small Savings Commercial Banks Difference

(7 - 3)
(Percentage

Points)

Difference
(7 - 4)

(Percentage
Points)

Small Saving
Scheme

Maturity
(years)

Formula
based

Rate of
Interest*

Govern-
ment

Announced
Rate of

Interest*

Maturity
(years)

Interest
Rate

Range
(August

2017)

Median
(August

2017)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Saving Deposit - 4.00 - 3.50-7.25 4.00 0.00 0.00

Term Deposits

1 Year 1 6.2 6.8 0-1 2.00-9.75 5.32 -0.88 -1.48

2 Year 2 6.3 6.9 1-2 3.50-10.50 6.75 0.45 -0.15

3 Year 3 6.4 7.1 2-4 4.75-10.50 6.63 0.23 -0.47

5 Year 5 7 7.6 4-5 5.00-10.50 6.55 -0.45 -1.05
Senior Citizens
Saving Scheme 5 7.7 8.3 5 5.50-11.00 7.05 -0.65 -1.25

*: Applicable for July-September 2017.
Source: Government of India, Special Monthly Return VIAB, RBI.

II.37 Mutual funds have recently emerged as a major source of competition to the

banks for financial savings. Assets under management (AUM) of mutual funds grew

at a (compound) rate of 18.3 per cent per annum during the 10-year period 2007-17,

outpacing the growth of 15.3 per cent in bank deposits during the same period. As a

result, assets under management of mutual funds as percentage of bank deposits

(outstanding) increased in the recent period (Chart II.8).
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Sources: SEBI and RBI.

II.38 Funds mobilised under debt oriented schemes also increased sharply. During

2016-17, inflows under such schemes were about 20 per cent of incremental deposits

mobilised by banks. The surge of inflows into mutual funds has continued in 2017-18

so far. Returns on mutual fund debt oriented schemes are generally higher than interest

rates on bank deposits.

II.39 The investor base of mutual funds is also becoming more broad-based3. There

were 59 million accounts at end-July 2017. Of these, 48 million accounts related to the

equity, equity-linked savings scheme (ELSS) and balanced schemes, with mostly retail

investors. Individual investors (including high net worth individuals) accounted for

almost one-half of total assets of the industry (48.1 per cent) as of July 2017 (Chart

II.9).

3 The top 15 geographical locations registered an increase in assets under management of 28 per cent (y-o-y), and the
next 15 locations recorded an even higher increase (41 per cent y-o-y).
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Source: AMFI.

II.40 Banks face competition from mutual funds mainly from debt oriented and

liquid schemes, especially because such schemes carry tax benefits. In the case of bank

deposits (savings or fixed), interest income gets taxed at the applicable marginal slab

tax rate of the depositor (the peak rate is 30 per cent at present). On the other hand,

returns from the long-term debt funds (held for more than three years) are taxable at

20 per cent with indexation benefit and 10 per cent without indexation (again well

below the peak marginal income tax rate of 30 per cent).

II.41 Investments in banks’ fixed deposits with a lock-in period of 5 years as well

as in the equity linked saving schemes (ELSS) of mutual funds enjoy tax benefits under

Section 80C of the Income Tax Act. However, the overall tax benefits are loaded in

favour of mutual funds. First, the lock-in period associated with the ELSS is lower (3

years) than that of bank deposits (5 years). Second, ELSS returns are tax free, while

interest income on deposits is taxable at the applicable tax slab in the hands of the

depositor.

II.42 In the case of fixed deposits, there is a penalty associated with premature

withdrawal. Mutual funds, on the other hand, offer higher liquidity and exit load is

typically charged only for withdrawal under a year (most liquid funds do not charge

an exit load). Thus, mutual fund schemes are also liquid like bank deposits.
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II.43 Falling interest rates on bank deposits and tax benefits in favour of mutual

funds have made mutual fund investments highly attractive relative to bank deposits.

This appeared to have constrained banks from reducing their interest rates on fresh

deposits, blunting even the first leg of the transmission (from the policy repo rate to

bank deposit rates). The weaker first stage transmission, in conjunction with other

rigidities noted in this chapter, then dampens the second leg of the transmission (from

the bank funding costs to lending rates).

II.44 A level-playing field for all the competing financial saving instruments is

necessary for enhanced monetary transmission. Any tax benefit in favour of a

particular saving instrument distorts the risk-return perception of a saver, which is not

conducive for developing a balanced and diversified financial system.

Deterioration in Asset Quality of Banks

II.45 There has been a significant deterioration in the asset quality of banks in

recent years. Gross non-performing assets (NPAs) of scheduled commercial banks

(SCBs) increased more than three times from 2.9 per cent (of gross advances) in March

2012 to 9.6 per cent in March 2017. Total stressed assets (i.e., NPAs plus restructured

assets) increased sharply from 7.5 per cent to 12.0 per cent over the same period (Chart

II.10).

Source: Supervisory returns, RBI.
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II.46 The increase in stressed assets, however, was largely concentrated in public

sector banks (Chart II.11).

Chart II.11: Total Stressed Assets – Bank Group-wise

Source: Supervisory returns, RBI.

II.47 Since a sharp deterioration in the asset quality has implications for their net

interest income and profitability, banks could be expected to be reluctant to fully pass

on the reduction in their MCLRs to their lending rates. Significantly, NIMs of public

sector banks have declined marginally since 2012, reflecting rising NPAs. NIMs of

private sector banks, on the other hand, have risen, suggesting more pricing power.

Although NIMs of foreign banks have declined – albeit from a fairly high level – they

are still the highest among all bank groups. Return on assets (RoA) of PSBs has

declined, reflecting higher provisioning/write-offs against bad assets. On the other

hand, RoA of private sector banks and foreign banks has remained broadly stable over

past six years (Chart II.12).
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Chart II.12: Profitability Indicators

Note: PSBs: Public sector banks; PvtSBs: Private sector banks; FBs: Foreign banks; SCBs: All scheduled
commercial banks.

Source: Supervisory returns, RBI.

Net Interest Margins and Monetary Policy Stance

II.48 In principle, fluctuations in interest rates are expected to have some impact

on banks’ net interest income, given the maturity and interest rate mismatches. Cross-

country evidence, however, indicates that banks’ net interest margins are impervious

to interest rate cycles. This appears to be true for both conventional and unconventional

monetary policies. Aggregate net interest margins in the US have been near-constant

for the past six decades (1955-2013), despite substantial maturity mismatch and wide

variation in interest rates4. This could be due to banks' market power in deposit

markets, which allows banks to pay deposit rates that are low and relatively insensitive

to interest rate changes. Banks hedge these liabilities by investing in long-term assets,

whose interest payments are also relatively insensitive to interest rate changes.

II.49 Turning to the experience with the unconventional monetary policies, policy

interest rates have been close to zero and even negative in some euro area countries

and Japan over the last few years. In these countries, the available evidence, albeit

4 Drechsler, I., Savov, A., & Schnabl, P. (2017)
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limited, indicates that despite negative interest rates, banks have been able to largely

protect their NIMs5. In the euro area and Japan, NIMs have declined somewhat,

though not significantly. In Denmark and Sweden, margins have remained stable, and

in Switzerland they even increased somewhat. Although deposit rates have been

largely sticky in these countries, banks have been able to maintain their NIMs due to

a variety of factors: ‘tiering system’ by the respective central banks for the

remuneration of reserve balances (Japan and Switzerland); incomplete pass-through of

negative rates to lending rates (Denmark); a counterintuitive increase (although

temporary) in mortgage rates (Switzerland); and, more generally, cheaper wholesale

funding.

II.50 Regression analysis indicates that banks in India, like those in other countries,

are able to insulate their net interest margins from the monetary policy actions (Annex

II.1). The following key findings emerged from the empirical analysis.

i. Although policy repo rate changes have an impact on banks’ interest income as

well as interest expenses, the impacts are largely off-setting leaving no

statistically significant impact on their net interest margins.

ii. The impact of repo rate changes on banks’ interest income and expenses is

substantially lower than proportional. An increase of 100 bps in the policy repo

rate is estimated to increase banks’ interest income ratio (relative to assets) as

well as interest expenses ratio (relative to assets) by only about 50 bps.

iii. Banks are able to match the interest rate sensitivities of their assets and liabilities.

This finding is in line with that in the US banking system, where banks are “able

to engage in substantial maturity transformation without bearing the interest rate

risk it would normally entail”.6

II.51 The finding of less than proportional sensitivity of interest expenses to the

variations in the repo rate in the Indian context can be explained by the following

factors: (a) extreme rigidity in interest rates on saving accounts (accounting for nearly

30 per cent of total bank deposits) throughout the sample period; (b) almost all term

5 International Monetary Fund (2017).
6 Drechsler, Savov and Schnabl (op. cit.).
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deposits are at fixed interest rates, which reduce the sensitivity of interest expenses to

repo rate changes; and (c) reluctance at times on the part of banks to change their

interest rates on new deposits in the face of competition from small savings and mutual

funds.

II.52 Similarly, the low sensitivity of interest income to repo rate changes for the

Indian banking system can be explained by the following factors: (a) a substantial share

of lending (over one-fourth) is still at the base rate, which is mostly priced on average

(and not marginal) cost of funds and the base rate has declined only moderately in

recent quarters; (b) the annual resetting periodicity (which delays the decline in actual

lending rates) and an arbitrary upward adjustment of spreads reduce the response of

interest income to policy rate changes; and (c) almost one-fifth of banks’ assets are in

government securities (as mandated by the SLR requirement) with a large part being

in the ‘held to maturity’ category, making the earnings less sensitive to repo rate

changes.

II.53 These findings have important implications for monetary policy transmission.

First, banks in India have been able to protect their NIMs in the face of large stressed

assets. This would suggest that the deterioration in asset quality of banks impacted

monetary transmission. Second, if banks’ NIMs were not impacted by the monetary

policy changes, it would suggest that rigidities on the liability side of banks’ balance

sheets were reflected in pricing on the asset side of banks, thereby impeding monetary

transmission.

II.54 Although the recourse by banks to the repo window is limited, the empirical

evidence suggests that the Indian banking system has been effective in managing the

monetary policy cycles well. This would suggest that the policy repo rate has the

potential to serve as an external benchmark for pricing of loans (as well as deposits).
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Chapter III

Spreads Charged over the Base Rate and the MCLR:
A Review of Practices followed by Banks

I. Introduction

III.1 Internal benchmarks for pricing of rupee loans1 such as the base rate and the

marginal cost of funds based lending rate (MCLR) include all those cost elements which

can be clearly identified and are common across borrowers2. The actual lending rate

includes the base rate/MCLR plus a spread representing borrower-specific charges.

Under the base rate system, borrower-specific charges include credit risk, tenor

premium and allocable portion of the operating costs. The spread charged to an existing

borrower is not allowed to be increased except on account of deterioration in the credit

risk profile of the borrower or a change in the tenor premium. In the case of MCLR

system, banks charge a spread for two elements, viz., business strategy and credit risk.

The spread charged to an existing borrower cannot be increased except on account of

deterioration in the credit risk profile of the borrower. Any change in the business

strategy element under the MCLR system affects only the new borrowers.

III.2 While the spread should ideally reflect business strategy and credit risk, the

discretion available to the banks in fixing spreads can potentially be used in a manner

that could impair transmission. Examining how spreads are fixed by the banks is

essentially a data intensive process. The analysis in this chapter is based on two

approaches: (a) a deep dive into bank-wise and sector-wise spreads based on data

reported by banks to the Reserve Bank; and (b) special studies conducted by the Study

Group on practices followed by select banks in fixing the spreads.

III.3 In the case of floating rate fresh rupee loans linked to MCLR, any change in the

MCLR should be reflected in actual lending rates of the borrowers, unless there is a

change in the business strategy of the bank and/or credit risk profile of the customer. In

1 An internal benchmark is a reference rate for pricing of rupee loans determined internally by the bank. In the
case of foreign currency loans, interest rates are determined with reference to a market determined external
benchmark.

2 Interest rates on certain categories of loans - for instance, fixed rate loan above 3 year maturity are not linked to
the MCLR. Banks can also price credit linked to an external benchmark (where an external benchmark is defined
as a reference rate published by an independent benchmark administrator).
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the case of existing borrowers, any change in the MCLR should be reflected in actual

lending rates unless it is neutralised by a corresponding change in the credit risk profile.

III.4 To clearly understand the practices followed by banks in setting the spreads over

MCLR/base rate, data have been analysed for the period from April 2016 to June 2017

in four dimensions. First, the analysis is carried out based on the median rate in respect

of each bank group. However, the median rate alone does not tell the whole story as it

is concentrated at the middle. It also does not give an idea about the variability and the

outliers. For understanding these aspects, box plot charts3 have been used which depict

changes in the distribution of spreads charged by banks over time. This is the second

dimension of the analysis. The third dimension of the analysis is based on the temporal

distribution of spreads of each bank, again using the box plot charts. While a useful tool

of analysis, box plot charts do not capture how the spreads of individual banks have

moved over a period of time. For this purpose, data relating to 14 select major banks

(six public sector, four private sector and four foreign banks) have been analysed. The

analysis is carried out separately for fresh rupee loans and outstanding rupee loans

(comprising both fixed rate and floating rate loan portfolio). The analysis based on

outstanding loans, however, is undertaken only along the first two dimensions.

II. Fresh Rupee Loans: Spreads charged by Banks

Analysis based on Median Spreads

III.5 An examination of monthly data on the median spread4 of bank groups indicates

that spreads charged by public sector banks and private sector banks declined during

April-December 2016. The decline was more pronounced in the case of public sector

banks with the WALR-F falling faster than the decline in the median MCLR in an

environment of low credit growth and ample liquidity (Chart III.1). In January 2017,

spreads charged by public sector banks and private sector banks, however, widened

significantly following the sharp reduction in the 1-year MCLR on account of a spurt

in CASA deposits as also reduction in term deposit rates post demonetisation. This

lowered the marginal cost of funds and hence, the MCLRs of both the bank groups.

3A brief write up explaining box plot is at Annex III.1.
4 The median spread is arrived in two steps. In the first step, the spread is calculated for each bank by taking the
difference between the weighted average lending rate on fresh rupee loans (WALR-F) and the 1-year MCLR. In
the second step, the median spread is arrived at for a bank group/industry from individual banks’ spreads.
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Note: Lending Rate is the Weighted Average Lending Rate on Fresh Rupee Loans.
PSBs: Public Sector Banks. PvtSBs: Private Sector Banks. FBs: Foreign Banks. SCBs: scheduled
commercial banks.
Source: Special Monthly Return VIAB, RBI.

III.6 Banks, however, passed on the reduction in their MCLRs to WALR-F only

partly. As against the decline of 65 bps in the 1-year median MCLR of public sector

banks in January 2017, the reduction in the median WALR-F was only 10 bps, resulting

in an increase in the median spread by 43 bps (Table III.1). In the case of private sector

banks, the increase in the spread was of the order of 41 bps in January 2017. During the

period February-June 2017, the 1-year median MCLR of public sector banks declined

by a modest 10 bps, while that of private sector banks remained unchanged. However,

during this period, the WALR-F declined significantly, resulting in the narrowing of

the spreads by 18 bps of public sector banks and 41 bps of private sector banks. The

median spreads charged by foreign banks (FBs) declined by 23 bps in January and

remained low in subsequent months.

III.7 The median spread charged by the banking sector as a whole increased sharply

by 34 bps in January 2017, but declined by 21 bps in subsequent months, suggesting

incomplete pass through to lending rates. During the period from April 2016 to June

2017, however, the median spread of the banking sector declined by 19 bps.
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Table III.1: Changes in the Median Spread - Fresh Rupee Loans
(Lending Rate over 1-year MCLR)

(Basis points)

Period
Public Sector

Banks
Private Sector

Banks
Foreign

Banks

Scheduled
Commercial

Banks

April-December 2016 -23 -11 6 -32

January 2017 43 41 -23 34

February-June 2017 -18 -41 5 -21

April 2016 - June 2017 2 -11 -12 -19
Note: Lending Rate is the Weighted Average Lending Rate on Fresh Rupee Loans.
Source: Special Monthly Return VIAB, RBI.

Distribution of Spreads – Temporal Variations

III.8 The following points emerge from the analysis based on distribution in spreads

across banks and over time (Chart III.2). First, spreads charged (on fresh rupee loans)

have varied significantly across banks and over time. For instance, in April 2016, when

the MCLR system was introduced, spreads charged by individual banks varied in the

range of 45 bps to 295 bps for public sector banks, 45 bps to 707 bps for private sector

banks and 15 bps to 393 bps for foreign banks. Second, spreads charged continued to

show large variations across banks in subsequent months. In fact, divergences increased

in some months after December 2016. For instance, spreads charged by public sector

banks varied in the range of 16-348 bps in June 2017, and that by private sector banks

in the range of 14-792 bps. Of all the three bank groups, variations were relatively

larger in the case of foreign banks, followed by private sector banks. Variations in

spreads were relatively small across public sector banks. Third, in all the three bank

groups, some banks were outliers5 throughout the period, suggesting that these were

clear anomalies. Outliers, however, were more in the case of private sector banks (two

to three) than in the case of foreign banks and public sector banks (generally one).

5 The values which are outside 1.5 times the length of the box are considered as outliers and represented as dot
in the box plot.
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Chart III.2: Spread – Lending Rate over 1-year MCLR: Month-wise

Public Sector Banks Private Sector Banks

Foreign Banks

Note: Lending Rate is the Weighted Average Lending Rate on Fresh Rupee Loans.
Source: Special Monthly Return VIAB, RBI.

Bank-wise Analysis

III.9 The distribution of monthly spreads of individual banks across bank groups

during April 2016 – June 2017 did not show any clear pattern (Chart III.3). This was

reflected in (i) large differences in the median spread charged by different banks; (ii)

large divergence in the minimum and maximum spreads charged by individual banks

across all bank groups; and (iii) excessively volatile spreads (as reflected by the length

of the box) of some banks, particularly private sector and foreign banks.
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Chart III.3: Spread –Lending Rate over 1-year MCLR: Bank-Wise

Public Sector Banks Private Sector Banks

Foreign Banks

Note: Lending Rate is the Weighted Average Lending Rate on Fresh Rupee Loans.
Source: Special Monthly Return VIAB, RBI.

Spreads Charged – Select Individual Banks

III.10 An analysis of spreads of 14 major individual banks (public, private and foreign)

suggests that spreads charged on fresh rupee loans varied significantly across banks

during the period (April 2016 to June 2017). Spreads charged widened in January 2017

in 12 out of 14 selected banks; the spread declined in the case of one bank and remained

unchanged for another bank. Banks were slow to pass on the reduction in their MCLRs

in January 2017 to their actual lending rates. Of the 12 banks whose spreads widened,

six banks took up to six months to pass on the benefit of lower MCLRs to their lending

rates; the remaining six banks passed on the benefit of their lower MCLRs, but only
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partially even after six months. This is intriguing as changes in MCLRs are expected to

be passed on to at least fresh borrowers immediately (Chart III.4).

Chart III.4: Spread – Lending Rate* over 1-year MCLR

(a) Select Public Sector Banks
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(b) Select Private Sector Banks

(c): Select Foreign Banks

*: Lending Rate is the Weighted Average Lending Rate on fresh rupee loans.
Source: Special Monthly Return VIAB, RBI.
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III. Outstanding Rupee Loans6: Spreads Charged by Banks

Analysis Based on Median Spreads

III.11 An examination of monthly data on the median spread7 of bank groups suggests

that public sector banks maintained a relatively steady spread of 159-178 bps during

April 2016 to December 2016 (Chart III.5). However, the median MCLR declined by

65 bps in January 2017, which resulted in the median spread widening by around 58

bps to 228 bps in January 2017 (from 170 bps in December 2016). In subsequent

months, the median spread charged by public sector banks declined gradually to 206

bps in June 2017, but it was above the level that prevailed in December 2016.

III.12 The median spread charged by private sector banks peaked at 234 bps in January

2017 (from 219 bps in April 2016). However, the median spread declined sharply to

202 bps in June 2017 and was lower than the level that prevailed in December 2016. It

is significant that the median spread of private sector banks remained consistently

higher than that of public sector banks during the entire period April 2016 – May 2017,

but was marginally lower in June 2017.

III.13 The median spread charged by foreign banks was much lower than that by

public and private sector banks. The median spread of foreign banks, which was 74 bps

in April 2016, increased to 107 bps in January 2017, before declining to 86 bps in June

2017. The median spread of foreign banks during April 2016-June 2017 moved in a

narrow range in comparison with that of public and private sector banks.

III.14 The median spread for the banking industry as a whole widened significantly in

January 2017 and remained elevated broadly at that level till May 2017 before declining

sharply in June 2017; the spread was 166 bps in December 2016 and 176 bps in June

2017.

6 The outstanding loans have both fixed rate and floating rate components. The floating rate component includes
loans that are (i) linked to BPLR (loans contracted during 2003 to June 2010), base rate (July 2010 to March 2016)
and MCLR (April 2016 onwards); and (ii) loans linked to any external benchmark, although the amount is
expected to be small. During the MCLR regime, the fixed rate component comprises loans up to 3 year maturity
that are linked to MCLR, while fixed rate loans above 3 years are not linked to the MCLR. The break-up of
information on the loans linked to each of the various benchmarks and those contracted at fixed rates are not
separately available.

7 The median spread is arrived in two steps. In the first step, the spread is calculated for each bank by taking the
difference between the weighted average lending rate on outstanding rupee loans and the 1-year MCLR. In the
second step, the median spread is arrived at for a bank group/industry from individual banks’ spreads.
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Note: Lending Rate is the Weighted Average Lending Rate on Outstanding Rupee Loans.
PSBs: Public Sector Banks. PvtSBs: Private Sector Banks. FBs: foreign banks. SCBs: scheduled
commercial banks.
Source: Special Monthly Return VIAB, RBI.

III.15 On the whole, the spread of public sector banks widened significantly between

April 2016 and June 2017 (Table III.2). The sharp reduction in the MCLRs by public

sector banks in January 2017, which was reflected in the widening of the spread, was

passed on to their lending rates only partly in subsequent months.

Table III.2: Change in the Median Spread – Outstanding Rupee Loans
(Lending Rate over 1-year MCLR)

(Basis points)

Period
Public
Sector
Banks

Private
Sector
Banks

Foreign
Banks

Scheduled
Commercial

Banks
April-December 2016 11 -1 31 13

January 2017 58 16 2 30

February - June 2017 -23 -32 -21 -20

April 2016 - June 2017 46 -17 12 23

Note: Lending Rate is the Weighted Average Lending Rate on Outstanding Rupee Loans.
Source: Special Monthly Return VIAB, RBI.
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Distribution of Spreads - Temporal Variations

III.16 Based on distribution of spreads across banks and over time, the following two

points emerge. First, in comparison with spreads on fresh rupee loans, variations in

spreads on outstanding rupee loans were relatively larger (Chart III.6). Second, of the

three bank groups, spreads of foreign banks were more volatile in comparison with the

two other bank groups.

Chart III.6: Spread –Lending Rate over 1-year MCLR

Public Sector Banks Private Sector Banks

Foreign Banks

Note: Lending Rate is the Weighted Average Lending Rate on Outstanding Rupee Loans.
Source: Special Monthly Return VIAB, RBI.
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IV. Sector-wise Spread

III.17 Spreads across sectors (i.e., sectoral WALR – median 1-year MCLR) need not

be uniform due to idiosyncratic factors as reflected in credit risk and business strategy

followed by banks. For instance, spreads are expected to be the lowest for those sectors

where loans can be easily collateralised (e.g., mortgages and vehicle loans). The

availability of subvention and mandated lending under priority sector norms also

contribute to lower spreads (e.g., agriculture, low value residential housing loans). On

the other hand, spreads are expected to be high in those sectors where there is a higher

probability of default (e.g., large industry, infrastructure), or where transaction costs

are relatively high and banks enjoy pricing power in the absence of alternative sources

of financing (e.g., MSMEs). Spreads could be expected to be high in the case of credit

card loans where credit is extended in the form of unsecured advances. Spreads across

sectors have indeed varied (Table III.3). However, what is intriguing is the large extent

of variation in spreads across sectors (110 bps to 307 bps in April 2016 and 106 bps to

322 bps in June 2017), excluding credit cards.

Table III.3: Spread – Lending Rate and 1-Year MCLR: Sector-wise

(Basis points)

Sector April 2016 December 2016 January 2017 June 2017

Agriculture 128 171 226 225

Industry (Large) 287 248 294 275

MSMEs 284 288 319 322

Infrastructure 281 263 332 306

Trade 307 263 315 288

Professional Services 230 234 270 238

Personal Housing 110 80 134 106

Personal Vehicle 220 209 256 234

Education 297 280 316 300

Credit Card 2891 2969 3045 3035

Note: Lending Rate is the Weighted Average Lending Rate on Outstanding Rupee Loans.
Source: Special Monthly Return VIAB, RBI.

III.18 Spreads charged by banks widened significantly across sectors in January 2017

from their levels in December 2016. Although spreads declined by June 2017, they

were still significantly higher than those prevailing in December 2016 for almost all the

sectors. This corroborates the findings of the previous sections of weak transmission

from the reduction in MCLRs to lending rates across sectors (Table III.3).
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V. Spreads Charged by Banks: Some Issues

III.19 The issue of effective monetary transmission has been at the center-stage after

deposit and lending interest rates were deregulated in the mid-1990s and the Reserve

Bank started conducting monetary policy based on interest rates in the second half of

the 1990s. The MCLR system, introduced in April 2016, was expected to improve

transparency in setting interest rates and strengthen monetary transmission. The MCLR

system differed from the base rate system in two major respects, viz., (i) the cost of

funds for setting the interest rate was required to be based on marginal cost of funds

(instead of marginal or average or a combination thereof under the base rate system);

and (ii) the spread to be charged over the base rate was made less discretionary as it

contained only two elements, viz., business strategy and credit risk (in the case of base

rate, spreads included several elements such as tenor premia, allocable portion of

operating costs and credit risk, among others).

III.20 The experience with the spreads charged over MCLRs by banks, however,

raises several concerns. First, although the spread to be charged by banks was expected

to play a role only at the margin, it turned out to be the key element in the determination

of the overall lending rates. Banks in general used the flexibility accorded to them

arbitrarily, which is evident from (i) large variations in spreads charged across banks;

(ii) too large spreads in some cases to be justified based on business strategy and credit

risk profile of the borrowers; (iii) slow and incomplete pass-through from reduction in

the MCLRs to lending rates even in the case of fresh rupee loans; (iv) increase in

spreads charged by some banks at the same time when the MCLRs were reduced,

ostensibly to partly compensate for the reduction in MCLRs; and (v) large variations in

spreads charged over time. A special study conducted by the Study Group corroborates

that banks adjusted the spreads arbitrarily in several ways (Box III.1).
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Box III.1: Spreads over MCLRs – A Study of Select Banks: Key Findings

The Study Group conducted a special study with a view to ascertaining the practices
followed by banks in India in fixing the spreads over MCLRs. The key findings that emerged
from the study are set out below.

 Many banks indulged in arbitrary adjustment of spreads. The large reduction in MCLRs
by some banks was partly offset by an increase in the spread in the form of business
strategy premium. This happened in the case of housing loans and unsecured personal
loans, among others.

 Some banks did not have a board approved policy for working out the components of the
spread charged to a customer.

 In the case of some banks, there was no concept of a “spread” as envisaged in the extant
Reserve Bank’s guidelines. Instead, it was only a balancing figure that resulted from the
difference between the final rate calculated as per the bank’s own internal interest rate
framework and the MCLR calculated by the bank. The pricing framework of some banks
also had a provision for factoring in an “ALCO Strategy”, i.e., ALCO’s discretion to
increase/decrease rates depending on the market conditions, competitive pressures and
product penetration, among others.

 The credit risk premium applied was not individual customer specific, but it was computed
on the basis of historically observed probability of default (PD) and loss given default
(LGD) on the respective portfolio.

 One bank charged business strategy premium of 10 per cent for start ups, but the rationale
was not documented. The same bank indicated that any spread charged over and above the
credit spread was the business spread.

 One bank simply loaded a business strategy premium so as to match the MCLR with the
existing base rate and the expected market rate.

 Strategy premium in the case of one bank was based on subjective parameters such as
negative sector outlook and portfolio performance, concentration risk in the sector, NIM
protection, other income/cross selling and market competition, among others.

 Some banks defined risk premium such that the variable component of the business
strategy premium was added to the credit risk premium. This allowed them to vary the
spread in a range of about 475 basis points for advances to various sectors.

 One bank mispriced credit risk as it had not assigned PD to different grades of its internal
ratings. On the other hand, another bank charged a high credit risk spread, notwithstanding
a low gross non-performing assets ratio (GNPA). Another bank did not have a unique
credit risk spread for the same Credit Information Bureau of India Limited (CIBIL) score.

 One bank included a negative spread under business strategy due to market competition,
which was in contravention to regulatory guidelines.

 Some banks applied liquidity premium in spread calculation despite MCLR being a tenor-
linked benchmark.

 One bank applied business strategy premium across the portfolio without any
discrimination across sectors/industries, which was more like an ‘adjusting factor’ than
for any strategic differentiation.
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III.21 As per the existing guidelines, the spread charged to an existing borrower under

the MCLR cannot be increased except on account of deterioration in the credit risk

profile of the customer. Any such decision regarding change in the spread on account

of change in credit risk profile is required to be supported by a full-fledged risk profile

review of the customer. The Study Group notes with concern that banks have not

adhered to the Reserve Bank’s guidelines and have varied the spread charged to

individual borrowers independent of any credit event. Further, as per extant guidelines,

existing loans and credit limits linked to the Base Rate/BPLR are allowed to continue

till repayment or renewal, as the case may be, provided that existing borrowers have

the option to move to the MCLR linked loan at mutually acceptable terms. Some banks

took advantage of this freedom and revised the spreads upwards at the time of

conversion to keep the lending interest rate unchanged.

III.22 The base rate and the MCLR systems suffer from a major flaw in that there is

lack of transparency in the manner in which banks decide the spreads over the

benchmark rates. What matters for the borrower is the actual lending rate charged.

However, it is equally important for the borrower to know as to how the interest rate

charged to him has been arrived at. This is all the more important when the lending

interest rate contains different elements such as base rate/MCLR and the spread based

on business strategy and credit risk and other elements (as in the case of the base rate).

There have been often complaints from the borrowers about the lack of transparency in

charging interest rates by banks, which is also corroborated by a special study of select

banks conducted by the Study Group. In view of these reasons, the Study Group is of

the view that there is a need for complete transparency about lending interest rates

charged by banks.

Recommendation

III.23 The Study Group recommends that it should be made mandatory for banks to

display prominently in each branch the base rate/MCLR (tenor-wise) and the weighted

average lending rates on loans across sectors separately for loans linked to the base

rate and the MCLR. The same information should also be hosted prominently on each

bank’s website. The Reserve Bank could prescribe the format and the manner in which

a minimum set of standardised data needs to be displayed in branches/hosted on banks’

websites. The Indian Banks’ Association (IBA), or any other agency considered
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appropriate by banks, could also disseminate bank-wise information on its website in

the same manner in which each bank is required to disseminate information on its own

website so as to facilitate easy comparison of lending rates across sectors and banks.

The same system of dissemination of information on the benchmark and the weighted

average lending rate could be followed under the external benchmark system

recommended by the Study Group (see paras IV.43 - IV.45).

VI. The Way Forward

III.24 Based on the analysis in this and the previous chapters and a review of the

practices followed by banks in computing base rates/MCLRs and charging spreads as

revealed by the special study of select banks, the Study Group feels that the Reserve

Bank’s approach, going forward, needs to keep in view the following factors. First, the

experiences with the PLR, the BPLR, the base rate and the MCLR systems suggest that

interest rate setting based on an internal benchmark is not transparent as banks find

ways to work around. Second, the interest rate setting based on an internal benchmark

such as MCLR is not in sync with the practices followed in the modern banking system.

Third, for improving transmission and extending equal treatment to the existing and

new borrowers, there is a need to make the liability side of banks’ balance sheet more

responsive to policy rate changes. The Study Group feels that the liability side may not

become adequately responsive to monetary policy impulses unless it is driven by the

asset side, the aspect which is covered in the following chapter.
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Chapter IV

Exploring Market Rates as Benchmarks

I. Introduction

IV.1 The analysis in previous chapters underlined the limitations of internal

benchmarks, viz., the base rate and the MCLR. Internal benchmarks have perpetuated

rigidities on the liability side of banks’ balance sheet. These rigidities then feed into

higher pricing on the asset side, i.e., lending rates, thereby impeding monetary policy

transmission. Both the base rate and the MCLR systems, by overemphasising the cost

of funds as the prime mover of monetary policy transmission, have not worked as

expected. For effective monetary policy transmission, it is important that lending

interest rates are flexible and set in a transparent manner.

IV.2 In the modern day financial systems, external benchmarks occupy the

position of a central anchor around which the pricing of financial products evolves.

Estimated outstanding value of financial contracts using LIBOR as the reference

benchmark in the world is pegged at about USD 350 trillion (Debelle, 2017). While

more than 90 per cent of the interest rate derivatives use LIBOR as the reference

benchmark, corporate loans (30-50 per cent), retail mortgages (15 per cent), floating

rate bonds (about 84 per cent) and securitised products (about 24 per cent) also use

LIBOR [Alternative Reference Rates Committee (ARRC), 2016]. Financial systems

around the world have devoted considerable resources for strengthening and refining

market benchmarks in recent years, particularly after the LIBOR fixing episode

surfaced.

IV.3 In this Chapter, various market-based benchmarks are explored with a view

to assessing their suitability for the credit market in India in light of recent

international developments. Linking lending interest rates to an external benchmark

could play a critical role in introducing necessary flexibility on the liability side of

banks.
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II. Recent Global Developments and Initiatives on External Benchmarks

IV.4 Inter-bank offered rates (IBORs) such as London Inter-bank Offered Rate

(LIBOR), Euro Inter-bank Offered Rate (EURIBOR) and Tokyo Inter-bank Offered

Rate (TIBOR) have been used extensively as benchmarks in both the credit and

derivatives markets in major advanced economies (Table IV.1).

Table IV.1: Use of IBORs as Benchmarks
(Per cent of total volumes)

Segment
US Dollar
(LIBOR)

Euro
(EURIBOR)

Pound
Sterling
(LIBOR)

Japanese
Yen

(TIBOR)

Swiss Franc
(LIBOR)

Credit Market
Syndicated Loans 97 90 100 High 50-70
Business Loans 30-50 60 68 20 40-60
Commercial Mortgages 30-50 60 Low NA 15-25
Retail Mortgages 15 28 1-2 NA 10-20
Consumer Loans Low Low Low NA NA
Derivatives Market

Over the Counter (OTC) 65 High 62 58.3 98-100
Exchange Traded 92 100 98.5 100 100

Source: Financial Stability Board (Reforming Major Interest Rate Benchmarks; July 22, 2014).

IV.5 The recent international debate on search for alternative benchmarks was

triggered by the unexpected behavior of IBORs under extreme stressed conditions

after the global financial crisis and the LIBOR scandal of 2012. After the

announcement of the findings of a probe against Barclays in June 2012, the final report

of the Wheatley Review of LIBOR, submitted in September 2012, recommended ways

to reform the framework for fixing and governing LIBOR. Strikingly, the report

highlighted that “…despite the loss of credibility that LIBOR has suffered recently,

there has been no noticeable decline in the use of LIBOR by market participants….(for

LIBOR) there is no immediately obvious alternative”. In a recent speech, however,

Andrew Bailey, Chief Executive of the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) in the UK

(which is the administrator of LIBOR) expressed major concerns about the future of

LIBOR. The absence of underlying deep markets for transaction-based LIBOR has

posed challenges for the panel banks submitting quotes, who often have to apply

expert judgment (considered acceptable under the waterfall approach as elaborated

later). While the panel banks are uncomfortable to continue with the current system,
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they have voluntarily agreed to sustain LIBOR until end-2021. This timeframe allows

enough time to jurisdictions to look for alternative robust benchmarks.

IV.6 Anticipating the challenges ahead, the Global Financial Market Association

(GFMA) finalised in November 2012 a set of principles for financial benchmarks

(known as GFMA principles) highlighting the need for development of international

standards to govern financial benchmarks. In response, the International Organisation

of Securities Commission (IOSCO) developed the IOSCO Principles for financial

benchmarks in its final report submitted in July 2013 (Annex IV.1).

IV.7 Recognising the integrity of reference rates as a source of financial system

vulnerability, the G20 tasked the Financial Stability Board (FSB) to undertake a

fundamental review of major interest rate benchmarks and propose reforms. The FSB

submitted its report titled “Reforming Major Interest Rate Benchmarks” in July 2014.

An Interim report on the implementation of the recommendations in terms of progress

in reforming major interest rate benchmarks was submitted by the FSB in July 2015,

followed by an update in July 2016. In the US, the Federal Reserve convened the

Alternative Reference Rates Committee (ARRC) in November 2014 with specific

terms of reference. The interim report was submitted by the ARRC in May 2016.

IV.8 In Australia, the Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC)

submitted a report in July 2015 on financial benchmarks with recommendations to

address potential manipulation of financial benchmarks and related conduct issues.

The European Money Market Institute produced a consultative paper on

enhancements to the Euro Overnight Index Average (EONIA) benchmark in August

2016. In the Euro area, a new working group was constituted on September 21, 2017

to identify and facilitate adoption of a ‘risk-free overnight rate’ as an alternative to

current benchmarks. The ECB announced on the same day that it will publish a new

unsecured overnight interest rate by 2020, complementing existing benchmark rates

produced by the private sector. In Japan, a study group submitted a report on the

identification of a Japanese Yen risk free rate in December 2016, which was preceded

by another report submitted in March 2016 aimed at public consultations and seeking
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comments from a wide range of interested parties. In the UK, the working group on

sterling risk-free reference rates submitted its report in May 2016. The Bank of

England published a consultation paper on the reform of SONIA in October 2016,

followed by an update in February 2017. The BIS published a report in March 2013

setting out a central banking perspective on better reference rate practices.

IV.9 The recommendations of the above referred reports broadly cover country-

specific reviews aimed at smoother transitions to more appropriate benchmarks. From

the standpoint of what may be relevant to the credit market in India, the following

important points emerge from a review of these reports:

a) There is a global trend to move away from the earlier “quote” based IBOR

system to the “transaction” based IBOR+ (or enhanced IBOR) systems.

b) From the standpoint of the credit market, the reference benchmark rate must

relate to the cost of funds of banks at the margin, which need not include only

unsecured inter-bank borrowing, but may also include bank certificates of

deposit (CDs) and bonds. Thus, it is now believed that the most appropriate

reflection of the marginal cost of unsecured wholesale funding for banks is not

only the inter-bank market, but also a wide variety of unsecured borrowing

instruments.

c) In the absence of adequate transaction level data, a “waterfall” or “hierarchy

approach” could be followed: (i) the first level requirement is actual transaction-

based data; (ii) if actual transaction data are not available, then at the second

level committed/executable quotes (i.e., orders placed at arm’s length by buyers

and sellers) could be used; (iii) in the absence of such committed quotes,

transaction data from comparable wholesale funding markets could be used; and

(iv) in the absence of all three preceding levels, use of expert judgment is

advised, which should nevertheless be exercised only on very rare occasions. In

a deep market that sets the benchmark, first two levels should ideally not leave

any scope for any recourse to the latter two levels.

d) An IBOR+ that may involve some bank credit risk (reflecting essentially bank

funding costs at the margin) is suitable for the credit market, while a near risk
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free benchmark is more suitable for derivative products (which currently use

IBORs). This is because derivative contracts express trading on interest rate

expectations. As such, reference rates for derivative transactions need not

incorporate bank credit risk component.

e) Most reference rate activity is concentrated at shorter tenors, up to three months.

The Wheatley Review highlighted that of the large number of published LIBOR

benchmarks, very few could be supported by actual transaction data. Also, not

many of them were possibly being heavily used by market participants. It was of

the view that on implementation of its recommendations in full, LIBOR

benchmarks (covering different tenors and currencies) should decline from 150

to 20.

f) Private contracts must reflect private choices on the use of any preferred

benchmark. However, the governments, especially regulators for banks and

financial markets, need to ensure that market-based benchmarks meet the best

global standards such as the IOSCO principles. The final report of the IOSCO

has set out 19 principles covering governance and accountability standards for

the benchmark administrator to protect the integrity of the benchmark

determination process, quality of the benchmarks, oversight mechanisms, quality

of the methodology, transparency, and the code of conduct for the submitters

(Annex IV.1).

III. Desirable Properties of an Ideal Benchmark

IV.10 With the financial systems becoming large and increasingly complex over

time, no single benchmark could possibly meet the requirements of all market

participants. Country experiences, market feedback, and analytical reviews presented

in various reports nevertheless suggest the following desirable properties that an ideal

benchmark should possess.

Robustness and Reliability

IV.11 The benchmark must be based on actual transactions, and should emerge

from a deep and liquid market. An often quoted axiom in this context is: “a benchmark
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is as robust as its underlying market”. In a deep and liquid market, no single market

player can move the rate. If a benchmark reflects the interaction of demand and supply

in a deep and liquid market, then it can anchor the process of efficient allocation of

capital and risk, which is so critical for an efficient financial system.

IV.12 Preventing any scope for manipulation of the benchmark is important to

establish its integrity and reliability. All stakeholders, ranging from regulators and

benchmark administrators to banks, dealers, financial institutions and wealth

managers, have a responsibility to contribute to fostering the integrity of the

benchmark. Market manipulation is now treated as a criminal offence in many

countries, punishable by imprisonment of a maximum of seven years (in the UK),

minimum four years (in the European Union) and maximum seven years (in

Singapore). Benchmark manipulation can benefit the trading positions of individual

entities and, therefore, there may be natural incentives to do so. The governance

structure and the legal environment must create strong disincentives for anyone to

manipulate a benchmark.

IV.13 The benchmark should also be resilient in stressed conditions. That is, the

underlying market should be able to produce the benchmark even during periods of

extreme market stress.

Transparent Methodology

IV.14 The methodology for calculating the benchmark should be simple and easy

to understand. In view of the fact that IBOR+ type benchmarks follow the waterfall

approach (as explained above), transparency about the methodology, techniques used

for interpolation and extrapolation, and standardisation of parameters used in the

construction of a benchmark become critical. The market oversight process, as a

critical component of the governance structure, can also help in enhancing the

reliability of the benchmark among market participants.
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Stability

IV.15 A volatile benchmark could alter pricing decisions in terms of seeking an

extra premium for uncertainty. Some reports reviewed (as referred to earlier),

therefore, suggest the use of smoothing techniques to limit volatility, particularly for

longer tenor.

Term Structure

IV.16 A benchmark should have a term curve covering the full spectrum of

maturities in the money market. This enables pricing of products for varied tenors.

Most transaction-based benchmarks globally do not meet this requirement. Concerns

on liquidity beyond one month and three months in most underlying markets have

necessitated use of the waterfall approach, as alluded to before. Even the advanced

economies (AEs) are struggling to have IBOR+ term structures beyond 3 to 6 months

tenor.

Relationship with Banks’ Marginal Cost of Funds

IV.17 From the standpoint of the credit market, it is important that the benchmark

represents the banks’ marginal cost of funds. The LIBOR, which continues to be the

prime benchmark in the global credit market, essentially refers to the cost of banks’

borrowings from the unsecured market, i.e., the market where any bank could meet

the marginal funding requirements. An unsecured inter-bank market where banks

would seek marginal funds, before coming to the lender of the last resort for liquidity,

should be a close approximation of banks’ marginal funding cost. The IBOR+

approach highlights that in the event of lack of a term unsecured market, access to

broader comparable markets such as CDs and corporate bonds could be used under the

waterfall approach. Unlike the Indian MCLR, nowhere else the emphasis is on

marginal cost of deposits.

High Correlation with the Policy Rate

IV.18 This is not a standard requirement of an external benchmark. However, given

the focus of the Study Group on examining external benchmarks from the standpoint
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of strengthening transmission of monetary policy, high correlation with the policy rate

was considered an additional desirable property in the Indian context.

IV. Benchmark for the Credit Market in India: An Assessment of Possible
Candidates

IV.19 The Study Group examined the following instruments from the standpoint of

their suitability as a benchmark for use in the credit market in India. The pros and cons

of possible candidates as a benchmark for the credit market are detailed below. The

main points are summed up in Annex IV.2a and IV.2b.

Weighted Average Call Money Rate (WACR)

IV.20 The weighted average call money rate (WACR) being the operating target of

monetary policy tracks closely the policy repo rate. Hence, the transmission from the

call rate to the credit market should be quick and strong. The methodology for

computing the rate is also transparent. However, the WACR as a benchmark also has

several disadvantages. First, it is a part of the operating framework of monetary policy.

Hence, it may constrain future changes in the operating framework. The Report of the

Expert Committee to Revise and Strengthen the Monetary Policy Framework in India

(Chairman: Dr. Urjit R. Patel) had recommended, inter alia, that the 14-day term repo

rate may become the operating target in future, replacing the WACR. Second, volumes

in this market have declined in the recent period. The low market depth makes the rate

susceptible to significant gyrations under extreme liquidity conditions. Also, reported

transactions by some market participants below the market rate distort the WACR.

Third, since there is no adequate depth in the call money market, banks may be able

to raise only limited funds from the unsecured call money market. Fourth, being an

overnight rate, the call money rate has no term structure. Fifth, call rates at times could

also come under pressure and become volatile. Greater and repeated recourse to this

market by banks for meeting higher funding needs could take the WACR closer to the

ceiling of the liquidity adjustment facility (LAF) corridor and away from the repo rate.

Likewise, in large surplus liquidity conditions, this rate could occasionally drop below

the lower bound of the corridor. For instance, the WACR has been trading with a
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softening bias relative to the repo rate under the influence of persistent liquidity

surplus post demonetisation. On some days, the WACR was even below the reverse

repo rate. The new Basel III liquidity coverage ratio (LCR) regime also impacted

spreads of WACR over the repo rate in the past (Pattanaik et al., 2017). Any future

changes in regulations on liquidity risk for banks could impact the WACR.

Overnight CBLO Rate and Market Repo Rate

IV.21 The collateralised borrowing and lending obligation (CBLO) is the largest

overnight segment and has wider participation base on both the lending and borrowing

sides. The methodology for computation of the CBLO rate is transparent. It is also

closely aligned with the policy repo rate. These features of the CBLO rate are also

shared by the market repo rate. Both the rates are also linked to banks’ cost of funds

at the margin. There are, however, some drawbacks of both these segments. First, the

rate and volumes in the CBLO market drop on every reporting Friday. It is susceptible

to pressure on rates from mutual funds as they dominate the market on the lending

side. Similarly, the rate and volume drop on non-reporting Fridays in the market repo

segment. Variability within a fortnight unrelated to the repo rate (because of market

microstructure and regulatory norms) could spill over to the entire credit market, if

used as a benchmark. Second, both these markets are collateralised. As such, rates in

these segments could also at times reflect the impact of collateral constraints.

G-sec/ T-bill Yields, FBIL-TB Rate

IV.22 Yields on Government Security (G-sec) and Treasury Bills1 (T-Bills) are

transparent, which emerge from the competitive biddings (primary market) and

screen-based trading on the negotiated dealing system - order matching (NDS-OM)

trading platform (secondary market). G-sec/T-Bill yields move with the policy repo

rate. The term structure in these segments also exists, although volumes are low.

However, the use of G-sec/T-Bill rates as a benchmark also raises some concerns.

First, yields on government papers (whether T-Bills or dated G-sec) are generally not

favoured as they are too sensitive to changes in fiscal policies. Second, such rates, if

1 T-Bills in the discussion refer to 91-day T-Bills.
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used as benchmarks, can constrain fiscal/debt management/cash management policies

of the government. Third, after the sovereign debt crisis, yields on government papers

have become susceptible to global spillovers. EMEs with exposure to portfolio debt

flows also experienced the risk-on risk-off cycles impacting domestic yields.

Spillovers induced market stress may alter yields dramatically, unrelated to the

prevailing monetary policy stance. A benchmark based on government papers would

not be resilient under stressed conditions. Fourth, if the yield on government paper is

used as a benchmark in the credit market, the impact of fiscal policies and global

spillovers can get transmitted directly to the credit market. Fifth, the marginal cost of

funds raised by banks need not always exhibit a strong relationship with cost of funds

raised by the government. Sixth, the G-sec market is also not deep enough to prevent

the scope for manipulation by market participants. Lack of liquidity may lead to price

changes even when a single market player takes/shifts large positions.

IV.23 FBIL-TB rate as a benchmark raises the same concerns as T-Bills and G-sec

yields.

MIBOR and MIFOR

IV.24 Mumbai Interbank Outright Rate (MIBOR) is based on overnight call money

market transactions during the first market hour (i.e., 9 AM to 10 AM). Hence,

limitations of WACR also apply to MIBOR. Mumbai Inter-bank Forward Offer Rate

(MIFOR) is a poll-based rate and as such it is susceptible to manipulation. MIBOR

and MIFOR are akin to (near) risk free benchmark rates (RFRs). Internationally, it is

recognised that such rates are better suited for derivative transactions than for the

credit market. Globally, RFRs such as overnight bank funding rate (OBFR) in the US,

euro overnight index average (EONIA) in the Euro-area, Tokyo Overnight Average

Rate (TONAR) in Japan, and sterling overnight index average (SONIA) in the UK are

essentially overnight (near) risk free rates, which are being increasingly used/explored

as alternatives to the LIBOR in derivative transactions. While MIBOR is already being

used as a reference rate in the overnight index swap (OIS) market in India, MIFOR is

used in the interest rate swap (IRS) market. If MIBOR/MIFOR is used as a benchmark
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in the credit market, it will create incentives for market participants to manipulate the

underlying benchmark rate in one segment to take advantage in the other. Keeping in

view recent international developments, the Study Group is of the view that MIBOR

and MIFOR are not appropriate benchmarks for the credit market as these rates could

be susceptible to manipulation.

Overnight Index Swap (OIS) Rate

IV.25 The OIS refers to the exchange of overnight floating interest rate with fixed

interest rate. The OIS market in India has a term structure up to 10 years, but most

segments are not liquid; the market participation is highly concentrated; and the price

discovery process has been such that it would require high analytical skills and market

specific knowledge to decipher the OIS rates. The fixed rate that market participants

exchange for the floating MIBOR may vary over time because of changing interest

rate expectations, including monetary policy expectations, which need not always

materialise. As such, the OIS rate would not be appropriate for the credit market,

especially for retail loans. Loan contracts need to be based on benchmarks that are not

driven excessively by interest rate expectations.

Certificates of Deposit (CD) Rate and FBIL-CD Rates

IV.26 The Study Group is of the view that the CD rate satisfies many of the

desirable properties of an ideal benchmark for the credit market. First, these rates are

based on actual transactions. Interest rates from both the primary and secondary

markets are available. About 30 per cent of the total CDs issued by banks are held by

other banks, and as a result it is partly inter-bank in nature. For this reason, it also

contains bank credit risk, which is relevant for pricing products in the credit market.

CDs could be viewed as a proxy for bank funding cost. Second, it already has a term

curve starting from 14-days to nine months. For these reasons, CD rates are akin to

IBOR+ which many advanced countries are trying to develop as a replacement of poll-

based IBORs. Third, foreign portfolio investors (FPIs) are not permitted to invest in

CDs. Therefore, CD rates are also not susceptible to global spillovers directly. Fourth,
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CD rates exhibit high degree of transmission during both the tightening and easing

phases of monetary policy cycles.

IV.27 The Study Group, however, recognised several limitations of CD rates. First,

the reference rate of Thomson Reuters is based on polls. The FBIL CD rates – though

transaction-based and the methodology is to an extent in sync with the waterfall

approach – are yet to be tested for robustness. Also, CD rates are based on bilaterally

settled trades between parties, rather than order matching anonymous trading platform

(see Annex IV.3 for FBIL-CD methodology). For this reason, the second level of

waterfall approach (executable bids) is not available. Second, volumes are too low in

the CD market as not many large banks issue CDs. Lack of market depth will not be

able to insulate the rates from motivated large market transactions, both on the issuing

and investment sides. Third, CD rates remain highly sensitive to liquidity conditions.

14-day Term Repo Rate

IV.28 Since the first auction of term repos under the revised liquidity management

framework about three years ago (September 2014), a time series of 14-day term repo

rates (in terms of both cut-offs for every auction and the weighted average rates) has

emerged through regular committed auctions. These rates, which are available four

times in a fortnight, are close to the policy repo rate, transparent and reliable. However,

the 14-day term repo rate as a benchmark has some drawbacks: (a) these rates are not

available every day; (b) the intended development of the inter-bank term money

market has not materialised as yet; and (c) in persistent surplus liquidity conditions, it

may cease to be an effective rate. In surplus liquidity conditions, the term reverse repo

rate becomes the effective rate. For these reasons, the 14-day term repo is not

appropriate for an external benchmark.

Policy Repo Rate

IV.29 A major point in favour of the policy repo rate as a benchmark is that it is

robust and reliable as it is decided by the monetary policy committee (MPC) keeping

in view the macroeconomic conditions. It is also transparent, simple and easy to

understand by the general public. Another major advantage is that the transmission
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from the repo rate to lending rates will be direct, quick and strong. However, the policy

repo rate as a benchmark also raises some issues. An important point that goes against

the use of policy interest rate as the benchmark is that it might constrain future changes

in the monetary policy framework. Going by the past experience, changes in the

monetary policy framework in future cannot be ruled out. Should there be any major

change in the monetary policy framework with a bearing on the repo rate, it could raise

concerns about the stability of the benchmark. In some situations, the policy repo rate

may also cease to be an effective policy rate. For instance, after the ‘taper tantrum’ in

May 2013, the marginal standing facility (MSF) rate became the effective policy rate.

IV.30 If a benchmark has to serve its intended objectives, it should be possible for

banks to access funding at the benchmark rate from the market at the margin, which

would automatically involve some credit risk in the benchmark. However, individual

banks cannot access funding from the Reserve Bank at the repo rate beyond the limit

(i.e., 0.25 per cent of their net demand and time liabilities).

IV.31 After carefully analysing the pros and cons of each possible candidate, the

Study Group is of the view that certain market rates such as MIBOR, MIFOR, OIS

rate and the 14-day term repo rate are not suitable as a benchmark for the credit market

in India for the reasons already alluded to. The CBLO and market repo rates were also

not found suitable as interest rates in these segments often spike. As a result, these two

rates are much more volatile than other money market rates (Table IV.4). The WACR

is rejected on two main grounds. First, volumes have declined/stagnated in the

overnight call money market in the recent period. Second, it is a part of the operating

framework of monetary policy. Therefore, if any element of the monetary

policy/operating framework is to be considered as a benchmark, then the repo rate is

certainly a better choice. Also, international as well as Indian experiences suggest that

changes in the policy framework, in general, are far less frequent than those in the

operating framework. As the monetary policy framework is now contained in the

amended Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934, any changes in the policy framework will

require legislative amendments. However, the operating framework could be changed

by the Reserve Bank any time. G-sec yields are highly sensitive to fiscal policy
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changes and global spillovers. As such, they would not be an appropriate anchor for

the credit market from the standpoint of transmission of monetary policy impulses.

IV.32 A careful process of elimination enabled the Study Group to narrow down

its choices to essentially two market-based candidates, viz., the T-Bill rate and the CD

rate; and the Reserve Bank’s policy repo rate. The first two rates were further assessed

on three criteria, viz., (i) correlation with the policy repo rate; (ii) stability; and (iii)

liquidity. Monetary policy transmission has been strong in both these instruments. A

cumulative 200 bps cut in the repo rate since January 2015 has been by and large

transmitted to these rates (Table IV.2). The transmission was robust in the previous

easing cycle of monetary policy as well, suggesting that this transmission may not

alter significantly even if liquidity conditions return to neutrality (ex ante).

Table IV.2: Monetary Policy Transmission: Different Phases of the Monetary
Policy Cycle

(Variation in basis points)

Policy Cycle
Repo
Rate

WACR CBLO
Market
Repo

91-
day T-
Bills

3-
month
CD

MIBOR
3-month
MIFOR

3-month
OIS

1-year
OIS

1-year
G-sec

5-year
G-sec

10-year
G-sec

Easing Phase

April 2012-
June 2013

-125 -165 -150 -136 -106 -165 -179 -193 -80 -37 -37 -63 -90

Tightening

July 2013-
December 2014

75 118 150 127 80 43 124 148 53 20 71 17 32

Easing

Since January
2015*

-200 -225 -252 -249 -222 -240 -235 -266 -210 -150 -207 -140 -126

*: Up to August 2017.

IV.33 The T-Bill rate and the CD rate are also highly correlated (and statistically

significant) with the policy repo rate (Table IV.3).
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Table IV.3: Correlation Coefficients – Policy Repo Rate with Other Rates

WACR CBLO Market
Repo

3M-
CD

MIBOR 3-
month

MIFOR

6-
month

MIFOR

91-TB 1-yr G-sec 5-yr G-sec 10-yr G-sec

Lag 0 0.82 0.74 0.81 0.83 0.81 0.69 0.59 0.80 0.77 0.82 0.84

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)

Lag 1 0.82 0.74 0.81 0.82 0.81 0.69 0.59 0.80 0.77 0.82 0.84

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)

Lag 2 0.81 0.74 0.80 0.82 0.81 0.69 0.59 0.80 0.77 0.82 0.84

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)

Lag 3 0.81 0.73 0.80 0.82 0.81 0.69 0.59 0.80 0.77 0.82 0.84

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)

Notes: 1. Figures in parentheses are p-values.
2. Estimation done on daily data from April 2012 to August 2017.

IV.34 Volatility of the T-Bill rate and the CD rate was assessed in terms of

measures of standard deviation and coefficient of variation. Both the CD and T-Bill

rates were among the least volatile rates in 2017 (Table IV.4).
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Table IV.4: Interest Rate Volatility

Year WACR CBLO Market
Repo

91-day
Treasury

3-Month
CD

MIBOR 3-month
MIFOR

6-month
MIFOR

1-yr
Govt.

securities

5-yr
Govt.

securities

10-yr
Govt.

securities

Average

2012 8.33 7.98 8.13 8.36 9.22 8.38 7.79 7.35 8.06 8.24 8.26

2013 8.27 7.99 8.22 8.57 9.02 8.35 8.41 8.03 8.43 8.24 8.12

2014 8.10 8.17 8.22 8.61 8.83 8.26 8.69 8.61 8.54 8.59 8.57

2015 7.22 7.25 7.27 7.64 7.85 7.37 7.58 7.63 7.66 7.83 7.76

2016 6.43 6.39 6.46 6.68 7.02 6.57 6.90 7.06 6.88 7.17 7.21

2017* 6.01 5.97 5.97 6.13 6.31 6.20 6.17 6.27 6.38 6.68 6.64

Standard Deviation

2012 0.51 0.87 0.63 0.29 0.84 0.48 0.76 0.54 0.09 0.15 0.16

2013 1.03 1.31 1.08 1.15 0.97 1.03 1.12 1.04 0.94 0.58 0.54

2014 0.36 0.47 0.37 0.24 0.43 0.40 0.48 0.43 0.21 0.29 0.29

2015 0.46 0.43 0.62 0.43 0.51 0.41 0.57 0.39 0.34 0.13 0.09

2016 0.25 0.36 0.27 0.39 0.68 0.27 0.84 0.66 0.34 0.44 0.46

2017* 0.08 0.27 0.28 0.15 0.12 0.12 0.19 0.21 0.11 0.17 0.20

Coefficient of Variation

2012 6.07 10.87 7.70 3.47 9.12 5.76 9.79 7.38 1.11 1.81 1.94

2013 12.41 16.36 13.17 13.37 10.79 12.38 13.34 12.96 11.17 7.02 6.63

2014 4.50 5.76 4.51 2.76 4.87 4.83 5.55 5.03 2.43 3.41 3.33

2015 6.40 5.97 8.60 5.64 6.53 5.51 7.49 5.16 4.46 1.61 1.13

2016 3.94 5.56 4.22 5.82 9.69 4.09 12.13 9.33 5.01 6.20 6.34

2017* 1.30 4.50 4.71 2.37 1.84 2.00 3.06 3.40 1.70 2.53 2.97

WACR: Weighted Average Call Rate; CBLO: Collateralised Borrowing and Lending Obligations.
*: Based on daily data up to August 2017.

IV.35 For assessing the market depth, daily average volumes in each segment was

normalised by bank deposits (the core source of funding for banks). However, of all

segments, the CD and T-Bills segments were the least liquid (Table IV.5).
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Table IV. 5: Volumes: Select Markets

Item Overnight
Call Money

Market

CBLO Market
Repo

91-TB
(outright
market)

CDs OIS G-sec
(outright
market)

Volumes
(Rs. billion)

148.5 614.5 276.2 19.5 52.8 84.6 340.8

As per cent of
Bank Deposits

0.159 0.659 0.296 0.021 0.057 0.091 0.365

Note: Pre-demonetisation period (average daily trading volumes in 2015-16) is used here.

IV.36 The analysis in this section suggests that the T-Bill rate and the CD rate are

highly correlated with the policy repo rate and these rates are also among the least

volatile rates. However, the T-Bill and CD markets are too thin. Of the two

instruments, the T-Bill market is less susceptible to manipulation. This is because

unlike the CD market, where rates are based on bilateral trades, T-Bill market

transactions are based on the rates from both bilateral trades and an order matching

anonymous platform2 (see Annex IV.4 for the FBIL methodology). Although

inadequate liquidity in both the T-bill and CD segments is an issue, the scope for

manipulation could be addressed by putting in place appropriate governance and

accountability standards on the lines of IOSCO principles.

IV.37 After a detailed analysis of the MCLR system as also the pros and cons of

all possible candidates for an external benchmark, the Study Group had to make one

of the following three choices for its recommendation: (i) continue with the MCLR as

an internal benchmark with refinements as recommended by the Study Group; (ii)

phase out the MCLR as an internal benchmark in a time-bound manner and let the

external benchmark emerge as a market-driven process; and (iii) suggest the T-Bill

rate, the CD rate and the policy repo rate as external benchmarks and the Reserve Bank

could take a final view on an external benchmark after getting feedback from all

stakeholders.

IV.38 The first option, i.e., to continue with the MCLR system was not considered

appropriate because of its opaqueness, which has undermined the integrity of the rate

2 FBIL daily data at Annex IV.3 and 4 (after excluding outliers) suggest relatively better market depth in the T-Bill
segment compared with CDs.
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setting process and impeded monetary transmission. As alluded to earlier, interest rates

based on a formula such as the MCLR is not the international best practice.

IV.39 The second option, i.e., to phase out the MCLR in a time-bound manner and

let the external benchmark emerge in a market-led process, was also not considered

appropriate. The Study Group is of the view that it would be ideal if the external

benchmark emerges in a market driven process. External benchmarks in India were

allowed way back in 2000. However, there has not been much forward movement.

Given the current depth of money markets in India, an external benchmark may not

emerge in a time frame desirable for phasing out the MCLR. There is also a risk that

multiple benchmarks emerge that may be applied differently across customers and

sectors, which could be disorderly. The Study Group, therefore, is of the view that the

development of an external benchmark in an orderly manner would need guidance

from the Reserve Bank.

IV.40 There is no one view as to what should be the role of central banks in

reference rate processes. It varies across countries depending on institutional

arrangements and other factors, especially the state of the development of the financial

market. There are many cases where benchmarks have been driven by markets and

central banks did not play any specific role in rate setting or oversight such as LIBOR

and EURIBOR. However, more recently, several central banks (such as South African

Reserve Bank, Hong Kong Monetary Authority, and Sveriges Riksbank) have been

formally involved in reviews of rate setting processes, viz., for reference rates based

on the unsecured inter-bank market. Central banks have also directly participated in

the production of other reference rates to support market development. For instance,

the Swiss National Bank developed the Swiss Reference Rate and related calculation

methodology jointly with the Swiss Stock Exchange (SSE) to aid the development of

repo markets. Similarly, in response to industry requests to support the development

of repo markets, the Bank of Japan started the production of the Tokyo Repo Rate in

2007, before handing over production to the Japan Securities Dealers Association in

2012 (BIS, 2013).
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IV.41 In the absence of a market-led approach to adoption of a relevant benchmark

in the credit market in India – possibly due to the lack of enough market depth to set

a market-based reliable benchmark – the Study Group recognises that the Reserve

Bank would need to play an active role in producing the benchmark, especially for the

credit market, that it feels could best serve the interests of the banking system and the

macro economy. This will be necessary for establishing the credibility and integrity of

the benchmark. In this context, the observation by the Expert Committee to Revise

and Strengthen the Monetary Policy Framework, 2014 (Chairman: Dr. Urjit R. Patel)

is very relevant:

“…it is necessary to develop a culture of establishing external benchmarks for setting

interest rates based on which financial products can be priced. Ideally, these

benchmarks should emerge from market practices. However, the Committee is of the

view that the Reserve Bank could explore whether it can play a more active supportive

role in its emergence”.

IV.42 Keeping in view the above mentioned considerations, the Study Group is of

the view that it will be desirable to move to an external benchmark. Of all the possible

candidates considered, the T-Bill rate, the CD rate and the Reserve Bank’s repo rate

are more suited to serve the role of an external benchmark. A final choice of a

benchmark could be made by the Reserve Bank after wider public debate and getting

feedback from all stakeholders.

Recommendation

IV.43 An evaluation of 13 possible candidates [weighted average call rate

(WACR), collateralised borrowing and lending obligation (CBLO) rate, market repo

rate, 14-day term repo rate, G-sec yields, T-Bill rate, certificates of deposit (CD) rate,

Mumbai inter-bank outright rate (MIBOR), Mumbai inter-bank forward offer rate

(MIFOR), overnight index swap (OIS) rate, Financial Benchmark India Ltd. (FBIL)

CD rates, FBIL T-Bill rates and the Reserve Bank’s policy repo rate)] suggests that

no instrument in India meets all the requirements of an ideal benchmark. Each

instrument has certain advantages as also limitations. After carefully analysing the
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pros and cons of 13 possible candidates as a benchmark, the Study Group narrowed

down its choice to three rates, viz., a risk-free curve involving T-Bill rates, the CD

rates and the Reserve Bank’s policy repo rate. The T-Bill rate and the CD rate3 were

further assessed on three parameters, viz., (i) correlation with the policy rate; (ii)

stability; and (iii) liquidity. The Study Group is of the view that the T-Bill rate, the CD

rate and the Reserve Bank’s policy repo rate are better suited than other interest rates

to serve the role of an external benchmark.

IV.44 The T-bill rates are risk free and also transparent. They also have a reliable

term money market curve. CD rates relate to the credit market directly in the sense

that banks could meet their marginal requirement of funds from this market. CDs also

have a reliable term money market curve. Unlike the T-Bill market where the money

market term curve is available up to 12 months, in the CD market, the term curve is

generally up to six months (and up to 9 months occasionally). The main challenge in

using either T-bill rates or CD rates as the benchmark is that the current level of

market depth in the T-Bill and CD markets can make such benchmarks potentially

susceptible to manipulation. Also, T-Bill rates may at times reflect fiscal risks which

will automatically get transmitted to the credit market when used as a benchmark. CD

rates also have their own limitations - high sensitivity to liquidity conditions, credit

cycles, and seasonality. Liquidity in the CD market is inadequate because there are

no large and frequent issuances by a sufficient number of highly rated banks. The

Reserve Bank’s policy repo rate has the primary advantage that it is robust, reliable,

transparent and easy to understand. It reflects the appropriate rate for the economy

at any point in time based on the MPC’s assessment of macroeconomic conditions and

the outlook. With the repo rate as the benchmark, the transmission of the repo rate

changes to lending rates of banks will be quick, direct and strong. The repo rate as a

benchmark, however, can constrain future changes in the monetary policy framework.

Banks also have limited access to funds at the repo rate. Being an overnight rate, the

repo rate also lacks a term structure.

3 91-day T-Bill rate and 3-month CD rate, illustratively.
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IV.45 The Study Group recognised that internal benchmarks such as the base

rate/MCLR have not delivered effective transmission of monetary policy. Arbitrariness

in calculating the base rate/MCLR and spreads charged over them has undermined

the integrity of the interest rate setting process. The base rate and MCLR regimes are

also not in sync with global practices on pricing of bank loans. Given that there has

not been much forward movement on the external benchmark even after seventeen

years from the time when it was first allowed in the country, the development of an

external benchmark would need guidance from the Reserve Bank. Accordingly, there

is a need for switching over to one of the external benchmarks recommended by the

Study Group, after wider public debate and taking into account the feedback from all

stakeholders. Given the scope of arbitrariness under the MCLR system, however, the

switchover to an external benchmark needs to be pursued in an expedient and time-

bound manner.

IV.46 While recommending the policy repo rate as one of the benchmarks, the

Study Group was conscious of the constraints it may impose on future changes in the

monetary policy framework. The Study Group, however, feels that the monetary

policy framework of the Reserve Bank has recently undergone a major change in line

with the best international practices. As such, it is of the view that the policy rate as

the benchmark may not constrain changes in the monetary policy framework in the

foreseeable future. The Study Group also feels that the repo rate should not be a

handicap for term-lending as banks are equipped to factor in tenor premium

appropriately, as they have already been doing. Banks may not be able to meet all their

marginal requirement of funds at the repo rate. However, there are at least three other

segments (overnight call money market, CBLO and market repo) where banks could

meet their remaining marginal requirements of funds close to the repo rate.

IV.47 The Study Group is of the view that there could be certain unintended

consequences of an external benchmark, which need to be guarded against. These
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include: (a) banks may fix spreads arbitrarily too high for retail borrowers initially to

account for future uncertainty; (b) the new regime may increase the scope for cross-

subsidisation as corporates may negotiate for finer rates close to the external

benchmark, as the T-bill rate, CD rate and the repo rate are lower than the current

MCLR ; (c) credit flows/demand for credit may change in a manner that could defeat

the objective of stronger transmission in the credit market; (d) banks may lower the

tenor of loans4; (e) banks may shorten deposit maturity profile, which may improve

transmission but may pose financial stability concerns; (f) in a tightening cycle,

automatic raising of rates by banks may not go well with retail borrowers; (g)

implementation of Indian Accounting Standards (Ind-AS) and Net Stable Funding

Ratio (NSFR) in 2018 could amplify transition uncertainty under a new loan pricing

regime, which may pose a huge challenge for banks, particularly when they are

engaged in clean-up of their balance sheets.

Spread over the Benchmark

IV.48 The Study Group is of the view that the spread over the external benchmark

should be left to banks to be decided based on their commercial judgment. In a

competitive market, average spreads for similar tenors and risk profiles should

converge across banks. However, once the spread is fixed at the time of sanction of a

loan, banks should not be allowed to change the spread during the tenor of the loan

unless there is a clear credit event necessitating a change in the spread. The fixed

spread throughout the currency of the loan should be applicable to all borrowers,

including corporates. Currently, banks do extend fixed rate loans to their customers.

Therefore, the adoption of a fixed spread should not pose any challenge to banks.

Fixed spreads, which remain unchanged during the tenor of the loan, should help

mitigate to a large extent the scope for arbitrary overcharging at the time of reset and

also between existing and new customers.

4 At present, the duration of bank deposits is estimated to be about 1.3 to 1.5 years. Interest rate risk on such deposits
is hedged by banks with both one year reset option and loan pricing tied to one year MCLR. This may change with the
adoption of a benchmark.
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Recommendation

IV.49 The Study Group is of the view that the decision on the spread over the

external benchmark should be left to the commercial judgment of banks. However, the

spread fixed at the time of sanction of loans to all borrowers, including corporates,

should remain fixed all through the term of the loan, unless there is a clear credit event

necessitating a change in the spread.

Timeline

IV.50 Banks need to be given some lead time to prepare for the new benchmark.

Banks’ ongoing efforts to clean up their balance sheets need to be taken cognisance

of. In order to ensure smooth transition, it is important that banks are also adequately

capitalised before the new lending rate system is introduced. This is necessary so that

the intended improved transmission after the adoption of the benchmark gets reflected

in the form of actual higher flows of credit to the productive sectors of the economy.

The public will also need to be prepared and educated for the new benchmark. Keeping

these in view, the Study Group feels that six months’ time period should be reasonable

for introducing the market-based benchmark.

Recommendation

IV.51 The Study Group recommends that all floating rate loans extended beginning

April 1, 2018 could be referenced to one of the three external benchmarks selected by

the Reserve Bank after receiving and evaluating the feedback from stakeholders.

V. Other Measures to Improve Monetary Transmission

Bulk Deposits

IV.52 Banks need to make their liability side more flexible. The need for greater

flexibility will be felt more acutely in the system recommended by the Study Group.

In order to make the liability side more flexible, the Study Group is also of the view
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that deposits, especially, bulk deposits of Rs.1 crore and above need to be at floating

rates linked to the external benchmark.

Recommendation

IV.53 Banks may be encouraged to accept deposits, especially bulk deposits at

floating rates linked directly to one of the three external benchmarks selected by the

Reserve Bank after receiving the feedback from stakeholders as recommended by the

Study Group.

Hedging of Interest Rate Risk

IV.54 Adoption of any market based benchmark for pricing of loans, when deposits

may continue to exhibit rigidities, requires the presence of a developed interest rate

derivatives market enabling banks to hedge their interest rate risks. An assessment of

the interest rate derivatives market suggests that the IRS market is not yet adequately

developed: the aggregate outstanding IRS contracts (gross notional principal) at end-

August 2017 were at Rs.19,77,196 crore. MIBOR swaps (i.e., the overnight index

swap or the OIS) dominate the IRS market (Table IV.6).The top five banks contributed

about 55 per cent and 57 per cent of the total outstanding in MIBOR and MIFOR,

respectively, at end-August 2017.

Table IV.6: Benchmark-wise Gross Notional Outstanding

(Amount in Rs. crore)

Benchmark End-August 2017 End of 2016-17 End of 2015-16 End of 2014-15 End of 2013-14

Total Per

cent to

Total

Total Per

cent

to

Total

Total Per

cent

to

Total

Total Per

cent

to

Total

Total Per

cent

to

Total

MIBOR 16,00,109 80.9 14,17,357 79.0 13,68,453 79.0 14,95,595 81.2 14,47,259 82.9

MIFOR 3,69,477 18.7 3,68,613 20.5 3,49,766 20.2 3,26,724 17.7 2,76,349 15.8

INBMK 7,610 0.4 8,460 0.5 13,585 0.8 19,320 1.0 22,420 1.3
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Total 19,77,196 100.0 17,94,430 100.0 17,31,804 100.0 18,41,640 100.0 17,46,028 100.0

IV.55 Benchmark-wise [MIBOR/MIFOR/Indian Benchmark (INBMK)] gross

outstanding figures suggest that MIBOR IRS is primarily used for inter-bank trading,

the INBMK is largely used by clients, while there were no outstanding contracts in

MIFOR swaps, which is an inter-bank instrument (Table IV.7).

Table IV.7: Benchmark-wise IRS Used by Clients

Benchmark

Gross Notional

(Rs. crore) Client/Inter-bank

MIBOR 73,947 5%

MIFOR - -

INBMK 7,368 97%

IV.56 Importantly, average daily trading volumes and number of trades continue to

be low (Table IV.8). Some banks with which the Study Group held discussions have

indicated that the current depth of the market will be a major constraint when demand

for hedging shoots up suddenly after the adoption of an external benchmark with

shorter reset period. However, some others were of the view that higher demand may

help in deepening the market, going forward.

Table IV.8: IRS Market: Average Daily Trading

2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18

(so far)

Rs. crore 9,413 8,526 8,850 7,285 8,634

No. of trades 327 503 412 475 410

Recommendation

IV.57 The Study Group recommends that the corporates and banks be encouraged

to actively manage interest rate risks once the external benchmark is introduced. It

should also help deepen the IRS market, going forward.
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Chapter V

Recommendations

The recommendations made by the Study Group are detailed below.

V.1 The lower transmission from the policy rate to the base rate loan portfolio was

mainly due to the reason that banks followed different methods to calculate the

base rate. Banks, therefore, could be advised to re-calculate the base rate

immediately by removing/readjusting arbitrary and entirely discretionary

components added to the formula. It needs to be ensured that the calculation of

the base rate is not compromised in any way. The methodology adopted by banks

should be subject to a regular supervisory review (Para II.15).

V.2 In the absence of any sunset clause on the base rate, banks have been quite slow

in migrating their existing customers to the MCLR regime. Most of the base rate

customers are retail/SME borrowers. Hence, the banking sector’s weak pass-

through to the base rate is turning out to be deleterious to the retail/SME

borrowers in an easy monetary cycle. To address this concern, besides

immediate recalculation of base rates (as recommended in para II.15), banks

may be advised to allow existing borrowers to migrate to the MCLR if they so

choose to do without any conversion fee or any other charges for switchover on

mutually agreed terms. However, after the adoption of an external benchmark

from April 1, 2018 as recommended by the Study Group (refer paras IV.43 -

IV.45), banks may be advised to migrate all existing benchmark prime lending

rate (BPLR)/base rate/MCLR borrowers to the new benchmark without any

conversion fee or any other charges for switchover on mutually agreed terms

within one year from the introduction of the external benchmark, i.e., by end-

March 2019 (Para II.16).

V.3 The reset clause, which is typically one year, impedes monetary transmission

as the pass-through of monetary policy changes to existing floating rate loans is
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delayed. The Study Group, therefore, recommends that the periodicity of

resetting the interest rates by banks on all floating rate loans, retail as well as

corporate, be reduced from once in a year to once in a quarter (Para II.28).

V.4 The Study Group recommends that it should be made mandatory for banks to

display prominently in each branch the base rate/MCLR (tenor-wise) and the

weighted average lending rates on loans across sectors separately for loans

linked to the base rate and the MCLR. The same information should also be

hosted prominently on each bank’s website. The Reserve Bank could prescribe

the format and the manner in which a minimum set of standardised data needs

to be displayed in branches/hosted on banks’ websites. The Indian Banks’

Association (IBA), or any other agency considered appropriate by banks, could

also disseminate bank-wise information on its website in the same manner in

which each bank is required to disseminate information on its own website so as

to facilitate easy comparison of lending rates across sectors and banks. The same

system of dissemination of information on the benchmark and the weighted

average lending rate could be followed under the external benchmark system

recommended by the Study Group (see paras IV.43 - IV.45) (Para III.23).

V.5 An evaluation of 13 possible candidates [weighted average call rate (WACR),

collateralised borrowing and lending obligation (CBLO) rate, market repo rate,

14-day term repo rate, G-sec yields, T-Bill rate, certificates of deposit (CD) rate,

Mumbai inter-bank outright rate (MIBOR), Mumbai inter-bank forward offer

rate (MIFOR), overnight index swap (OIS) rate, Financial Benchmark India Ltd.

(FBIL) CD rates, FBIL T-Bill rates and the Reserve Bank’s policy repo rate)]

suggests that no instrument in India meets all the requirements of an ideal

benchmark. Each instrument has certain advantages as also limitations. After

carefully analysing the pros and cons of 13 possible candidates as a benchmark,

the Study Group narrowed down its choice to three rates, viz., a risk-free curve

involving T-Bill rates, the CD rates and the Reserve Bank’s policy repo rate.
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The T-Bill rate and the CD rate1 were further assessed on three parameters, viz.,

(i) correlation with the policy rate; (ii) stability; and (iii) liquidity. The Study

Group is of the view that the T-Bill rate, the CD rate and the Reserve Bank’s

policy repo rate are better suited than other interest rates to serve the role of an

external benchmark (Para IV.43).

V.6 The T-bill rates are risk free and also transparent. They also have a reliable term

money market curve. CD rates relate to the credit market directly in the sense

that banks could meet their marginal requirement of funds from this market. CDs

also have a reliable term money market curve. Unlike the T-Bill market where

the money market term curve is available up to 12 months, in the CD market,

the term curve is generally up to six months (and up to 9 months occasionally).

The main challenge in using either T-bill rates or CD rates as the benchmark is

that the current level of market depth in the T-Bill and CD markets can make

such benchmarks potentially susceptible to manipulation. Also, T-Bill rates may

at times reflect fiscal risks which will automatically get transmitted to the credit

market when used as a benchmark. CD rates also have their own limitations -

high sensitivity to liquidity conditions, credit cycles, and seasonality. Liquidity

in the CD market is inadequate because there are no large and frequent issuances

by a sufficient number of highly rated banks. The Reserve Bank’s policy repo

rate has the primary advantage that it is robust, reliable, transparent and easy to

understand. It reflects the appropriate rate for the economy at any point in time

based on the MPC’s assessment of macroeconomic conditions and the outlook.

With the repo rate as the benchmark, the transmission of the repo rate changes

to lending rates of banks will be quick, direct and strong. The repo rate as a

benchmark, however, can constrain future changes in the monetary policy

framework. Banks also have limited access to funds at the repo rate. Being an

overnight rate, the repo rate also lacks a term structure (Para IV.44).

V.7 The Study Group recognised that internal benchmarks such as the base

rate/MCLR have not delivered effective transmission of monetary policy.

1 91-day T-Bill rate and 3-month CD rate, illustratively.
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Arbitrariness in calculating the base rate/MCLR and spreads charged over them

has undermined the integrity of the interest rate setting process. The base rate

and MCLR regimes are also not in sync with global practices on pricing of bank

loans. Given that there has not been much forward movement on the external

benchmark even after seventeen years from the time when it was first allowed

in the country, the development of an external benchmark would need guidance

from the Reserve Bank. Accordingly, there is a need for switching over to one

of the external benchmarks recommended by the Study Group, after wider public

debate and taking into account the feedback from all stakeholders. Given the

scope of arbitrariness under the MCLR system, however, the switchover to an

external benchmark needs to be pursued in an expedient and time bound manner

(Para IV.45).

V.8 The Study Group is of the view that the decision on the spread over the external

benchmark should be left to the commercial judgment of banks. However, the

spread fixed at the time of sanction of loans to all borrowers, including

corporates, should remain fixed all through the term of the loan, unless there is

a clear credit event necessitating a change in the spread (Para IV.49).

V.9 The Study Group recommends that all floating rate loans extended beginning

April 1, 2018 could be referenced to one of the three external benchmarks

selected by the Reserve Bank after receiving and evaluating the feedback from

stakeholders (Para IV.51).

V.10 Banks may be encouraged to accept deposits, especially bulk deposits at floating

rates linked directly to one of the three external benchmarks selected by the

Reserve Bank after receiving the feedback from stakeholders as recommended

by the Study Group (Para IV.53).

V.11 The Study Group recommends that the corporates and banks be encouraged to

actively manage interest rate risks once the external benchmark is introduced. It

should also help deepen the IRS market, going forward (Para IV.57).
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Annex I.2

Meeting with Representatives of Select Banks: Key Points

The Study Group held a meeting with the representatives of following banks on August 23,
2017.

Sr. No. Name of the Bank

1. State Bank of India
2. Punjab National Bank
3. Canara Bank

4. Bank of India
5. Bank of Baroda
6. HDFC Bank
7. ICICI Bank Ltd.
8. Axis Bank Ltd.
9. Kotak Mahindra Bank
10. Standard Chartered Bank
11. Citi Bank
12. HSBC

The main points that emerged from this meeting are summed up below:

Slow Transmission

• Average cost principle underlying the base rate computation does not change frequently,
particularly for public sector banks having longer tenor deposits.

• The reset period is shorter for corporates.
• The reset period is usually annual for housing loans. Personal vehicle loans and consumer

loans are at a fixed rate, which leads to delay in transmission.
• There is reluctance to adjust term deposit interest rates sharply in view of competition from

other saving instruments.
• Tight liquidity conditions before the introduction of revised liquidity management

framework in April 2016 coupled with LCR norms impeded the monetary transmission
process.

• Since the base rate loan portfolios provided a cushion to banks to protect their NIMs,
migration to MCLR is not actively pursued by banks.

Spreads over MCLR

• Spread is determined at the time of sanction of loan, which banks usually do not change
during the tenure of the loan, except for repricing of credit risk to protect their NIMs.

• Some banks calculate probability of default and loss given default every quarter and revise
risk premia accordingly.

• Banks usually do not change business strategy spread more than once in a year.
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Stickiness in Savings Deposit Rate

• Competition from postal deposits, small finance and payment banks makes it difficult for
banks to lower saving deposit rates.

• As saving deposits are mainly for parking surplus money, they are largely interest rate
insensitive for most savers.

• The effective cost of saving accounts is significantly above 4 per cent.
• Banks with low CASA share are reluctant to reduce saving deposit rates.

External Benchmark

• Market benchmarks usually may not reflect the cost of funds for banks.
• The share of market funding in total liabilities of banks is low.
• Banks with large balance sheets cannot hedge their interest rate risk, given the small size

and the low volumes in hedging markets.
• Foreign banks felt that internal cost of funds based benchmarks like benchmark prime

lending rate (BPLR), base rate, and MCLR have outlived their utility and suggested linking
of some part of lending to market benchmark such as G-sec yield or 28-day term repo rate
to begin with.

• Public sector banks and private sector banks felt that MCLR has worked well and should
be allowed to continue for some more time so that most base rate linked floating rate loans
could mature/migrate to MCLR.

• In the absence of acceptable external market benchmark, deposit rate that indirectly mimics
money/bond market could be preferable. Some banks suggested a benchmark based on core
deposits.

• Some banks suggested an index of cost of funds based on weighted average deposit interest
rate of some large public sector banks.

Steps to Improve Monetary Transmission

• Synchronizing the Reserve Bank’s liquidity management framework with its policy stance
and enhancing assured liquidity limit would help in better transmission.

• Introducing 28-day repo and reverse repo on a continuous/daily basis, consistent with the
Dr. Urjit R. Patel Committee Report recommendation would encourage banks to hedge
interest rate risks on a rolling basis.

• Other suggestions to improve transmission included: closer alignment of the operating
target to the policy rate; aligning small saving rates with market rates; improving balance
sheet health of banks and promoting greater competition among banks.
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Annex II.1

Net Interest Margins and Monetary Policy Stance

Cross-country evidence indicates that banks’ net interest margins are

impervious to interest rate cycles, although one would expect fluctuations in interest

rates to impact banks’ net interest income, given the maturity and interest rate

mismatches. This Annex attempts to assess the interest income and expenditure

sensitivity of the Indian scheduled commercial banks (SCBs) to monetary policy

signals. Following Drechsler et al. (2017), in a panel framework (controlling for bank

fixed effects), the changes in the interest expenses ratio (ΔIntExp ) and the interest

income ratio (ΔIntInc ) are regressed on contemporaneous and lagged changes in the

policy repo rate (ΔRepoRate) (equations 1 and 2 below). The interest expense ratio is

defined as the total quarterly interest expense divided by quarterly average assets and

then annualized (multiplied by four). Similarly, the interest income ratio is the total

quarterly interest income divided by quarterly average assets (and then annualized).

The sensitivity of the banks’ net interest margins (NIM) is also directly estimated using

equation (3) in a panel regression framework. The empirical analysis is based on

quarterly data for the period Q2:2010 to Q2:2017 for 72 scheduled commercial

banks’(SCB). The data have been sourced from RBI’s supervisory returns.

ΔIntExp,௧ = +ߙ ∑ ఛߚ ∗ ΔRepoRate௧ି ఛ+ ,௧ߝ
ଶ
ఛୀ (1)

ΔIntInc,௧ = +ߛ ∑ ఛߜ ∗ ΔRepoRate௧ି ఛ + ,௧ߝ
ଶ
ఛୀ (2)

ΔNIM,௧ = +ߠ ∑ ఛߩ ∗ ΔRepoRate௧ି ఛ + ,௧ߝ
ଶ
ఛୀ (3)

The estimates of banks’ expense and income betas are the sum of the

coefficients of the contemporaneous and lagged estimates of ΔRepoRate in equation

(1) to (3). Apart from all SCBs, the empirical analysis is also undertaken separately for

public sector banks, private sector banks and foreign banks to assess if there are any

differences across bank groups. In view of the sharp changes in interest rates in the

first quarter of 2017 (in the aftermath of demonetisation), the regressions (1 to 3) were

also estimated for the pre-demonetisation period (Q2:2010 to Q3:2016) for robustness.
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Furthermore, following Drechsler et al. (2017), a two-stage regression

(equations 4 and 5, controlling for bank and time fixed effects) was also attempted to

see if an individual bank’s interest income matches its interest expense.

ΔIntExp,௧ = +௧ߟ +ߞ ∑ ఛߞ ∗ ΔRepoRate௧ି ఛ + ,௧ߝ
ଶ
ఛୀ (4)

ΔIntInc,௧ = ߰௧+ +ߪ ∑ ఛߢ ∗ ΔRepoRate௧ି ఛ + ∗ߣ ΔIntExpప,௧ + ,௧ߝ
ଶ
ఛୀ (5)

In the first stage, the changes in interest expense ratio were regressed on the

changes in contemporaneous and lagged repo rate. In the second stage, the interest

income rate changes were regressed on the estimated value of interest expense rate

(ΔIntExp ) from the first stage. This regression helps to assess as to whether banks

whose interest expense ratio changes when the repo rate changes also change their

interest income ratio to match the same (so as to protect their margins).

Results

The estimates indicate that, for all SCBs, the coefficient of interest expense

ratio (equation 1) on the policy interest rate was significantly different from zero and

well below one, suggesting incomplete monetary transmission. The sensitivity is

higher for public and private sector banks, but not significant for foreign banks (Table

1).

Table 1: Regression Results - Expense Beta (Full Sample)

Explanatory Variables Dependent Variable: ΔIntExp 

All SCBs Public Sector
Banks

Private Sector
Banks

Foreign Banks

 ΔRepoRate௧ି ఛ

ଶ

ఛୀ

0.448 0.538 0.615 0.244

p-value
(∑ ΔRepoRate௧ି ఛ

ଶ
ఛୀ =

0)
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.242

Bank fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes

Hansuman Test Random Effect Random Effect Random Effect Random Effect

No. of Banks 72 26 19 27

No. of Observations 2088 754 551 783

Similarly, for all SCBs, the income betas estimated using equation 2 were

significant but again much below unity (Table 2). As in the case of expense betas, the
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policy rate sensitivity to interest incomes was higher for public and private sector

banks, and not significant for foreign banks.

Table 2: Regression Results - Income Beta (Full Sample)

Explanatory Variables Dependent Variable: ΔIntInc 

All SCBs Public Sector Banks Private Sector Banks Foreign Banks

 ΔRepoRate௧ି ఛ

ଶ

ఛୀ

0.544 0.576 0.564 0.500

p-value
(∑ ΔRepoRate௧ି ఛ

ଶ
ఛୀ =

0)
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.293

Bank fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes

Hansuman Test Random Effect Random Effect Random Effect Random Effect

No. of Banks 72 26 19 27

No. of Observations 2088 754 551 783

The coefficients of around 0.5 on the repo rate changes for both interest

expenses and interest income in Tables 1 and 2 suggest that the policy rate changes do

not impact banks’ NIMs. This is confirmed by direct estimates of NIMs in equation 3,

with the coefficients being statistically insignificant (Table 3).

Table 3: Regression Results on changes in NIMs (Full Sample)

Explanatory Variables Dependent Variable: ΔNIM 

All SCBs Public Sector Banks Private Sector Banks Foreign Banks

 ΔRepoRate௧ି ఛ

ଶ

ఛୀ

0.112 0.042 -0.052 0.295

p-value
(∑ ΔRepoRate௧ି ఛ

ଶ
ఛୀ = 0)

0.387 0.476 0.333 0.381

Bank fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes

Hansuman Test Random Effect Random Effect Random Effect Random Effect

No. of Banks 72 26 19 27

No. of Observations 2088 754 551 783

The regression results for all SCBs for the pre-demonetisation sample

(Q2:2010 to Q3:2016) were broadly similar to the full sample results (Table 4).
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Table 4: Regression Results (Pre-demonetisation period)

Explanatory Variables Dependent Variables

ΔIntExp ΔIntInc ΔNIM 

 ΔRepoRate௧ି ఛ

ଶ

ఛୀ

0.432 0.550 0.126

p-value
(∑ ΔRepoRate௧ି ఛ

ଶ
ఛୀ = 0)

0.000 0.000 0.268

Bank fixed effects Yes Yes Yes

Hansuman Test Random Effect Random Effect Random Effect

No. of Banks 72 72 72

No. of Observations 1872 1872 1872

The two-stage regression results indicate that the coefficient of the predicted

interest expenses ratio (equation 5) was not statistically different from unity (Table 5).

Further, the impact of changes in the policy rate turned out to be insignificant. This is

found to be similar for all bank groups. These results suggest that, on average, Indian

banks were able to protect the margins by transmitting changes in interest expenses to

interest incomes.

Table 5: Two-stage Regression Results (Full Sample)

Explanatory Variable Dependent Variable: ΔIntInc 

All SCBs Public Sector
Banks

Private Sector
Banks

Foreign Banks

ΔIntExp 1.157 0.823 1.245 1.394 0.755 1.098 0.744

p-value

(ΔIntExp = 1 )
0.955 0.711 0.043 0.315 0.730 0.674 0.814

 ΔRepoRate௧ି ఛ

ଶ

ఛୀ

0.153 0.043 0.246

p-value
(∑ ΔRepoRate௧ି ఛ

ଶ
ఛୀ = 0)

0.911 0.634 0.626

Bank fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Time fixed effect No Yes No Yes No Yes Yes
Hansuman Test Random Effect Random Effect Random Effect Random Effect

No. of Banks 72 26 19 27

No. of Observations 2088 754 551 783
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Annex III.1

An Explanatory Note on Box Plot

A box-whisker plot (also called as box plot) is a non-parametric approach for graphically

representing the frequency distribution of a variable through their quartiles in form of a box. The

middle line in the box represents the median and the upper and lower hinges of the box represent

the 3rd and 1st quartiles (or 75th and 25th percentile) respectively. The length of the box represents

the inter-quartile range which is a measure of dispersion. The spacing between the upper hinge

and median, and median and lower hinge of the box indicates the degree of skewness in the data.

The values which are outside 1.5 times the length of the box on either side are considered as outside

value (or outliers) and represented as dots in the plot. The box-whisker plot also has lines extending

vertically from the boxes called whiskers indicating variability outside the upper and lower

quartiles. The upper and lower adjacent values represent the maximum and minimum of the series

excluding outliers.

Box-whisker plot can be represented as

Source: STATA Graphics Reference Manual
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Annex IV.1

IOSCO Principles for Benchmark

The Board of the International Organization of Securities Commission (IOSCO) released

a report titled “Principles for Financial Benchmarks” in July 2013 with a view to addressing the

concerns over the fragility of benchmarks that had the potential to harm both investors and the real

economy. These principles are intended to promote the reliability of benchmark determinations,

and address benchmark governance, quality and accountability mechanisms as detailed below.

Governance

While constructing a good benchmark, it needs to be ensured that appropriate governance

arrangements are put in place in order protect the integrity of the benchmark determination process

and to address conflicts of interest. Governance, among the others, should emphasise that:

(1) The Administrator should hold primary responsibility for all aspects of the benchmark

determination process such as the development and determination of a benchmark and

establishing credible and transparent governance, oversight and accountability procedures.

This principle makes clear that regardless of the particular structure for benchmark

determination and administration, there should be an overall entity which is responsible for

the integrity of the benchmark.

(2) The Administrator should adopt clearly defined written arrangements setting out the roles and

obligations of the parties involved in the benchmark determination and the monitoring of any

third party’s compliance with those arrangements.

(3) To protect the integrity and independence of benchmark determination, Administrators should

document, implement and enforce policies and procedures for the identification, disclosure,

management, mitigation or avoidance of conflicts of interest. Administrators should disclose

any material conflicts of interest to their users and relevant regulatory authority, if any.

(4) An Administrator should implement an appropriate control framework for the process of

determining and distributing the benchmark. The control framework should be appropriately

tailored to the materiality of the potential or existing conflicts of interest identified, the extent

of the use of discretion in the benchmark setting process and to the nature of benchmark inputs

and outputs. The control framework should be documented and available to relevant
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regulatory authorities, if any. A summary of its main features should be published or made

available to stakeholders.

(5) Administrators should establish an oversight function to review and provide challenge on all

aspects of the benchmark determination process. This should include consideration of the

features and intended, expected or known usage of the benchmark and the materiality of

existing or potential conflicts of interest identified. The oversight function and its composition

should be appropriate to provide effective scrutiny of the Administrator.

Quality of the Benchmark

(6) The design of a benchmark should take into account generic design factors that are intended

to result in a reliable representation of the economic realities of the interest that the benchmark

seeks to measure and to eliminate factors that might result in a distortion of the price, rate,

index or value of that benchmark.

(7) The data used to construct a benchmark should be based on prices, rates, indices or values

that have been formed by the competitive forces of supply and demand (i.e., in an active

market) and be anchored by observable transactions entered into at arm’s length between

buyers and sellers in the market for the interest the benchmark measures. Provided that an

active market exists, conditions in the market on any given day might require the

Administrator to rely on different forms of data tied to observable market data as an adjunct

or supplement to transactions. Provided that an active market exists, Principle 7 does not

preclude benchmark Administrators from using executable bids or offers as a means to

construct benchmarks where anchored in an observable market consisting of bona fide, arm’s

length transactions. For example, this approach might be appropriate in a market where

overall transaction volume is high over sustained periods, though on any given day there

might be more firm bids and offers than posted transactions taking place. The Principle also

does not preclude the use of non-transactional data for indices that are not designed to

represent transactions and where the nature of the index is such that non-transactional data is

used to reflect what the index is designed to measure.

(8) The establishment of clear guidelines regarding the hierarchy of data inputs and the exercise

of expert judgment used for the determination of benchmarks which intended to make
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transparent to users the manner in which data and expert judgment may be used for the

construction of a benchmark.

(9) The publication with each benchmark determination, to the extent reasonable without

delaying the Administrator’s publication deadline, of a concise explanation sufficient to

facilitate a subscriber’s or market authority’s ability to understand how the benchmark

determination was developed, as well as a concise explanation of the extent to which and the

basis upon which judgment, if any, was used by the Administrator in establishing a benchmark

determination.

(10) The periodic review by the Administrator of the conditions in the underlying interest that the

benchmark measures to determine whether the interest has undergone structural changes that

might require changes to the design of the methodology (e.g., the interest has diminished to

the extent that it can no longer function as the basis for a credible benchmark).

Quality of the Methodology

These principles are intended to promote the quality and integrity of methodology in

public domain so that stakeholders may understand and make their own judgments concerning

the overall credibility of a benchmark. The methodology should also keep the scope for

informing stakeholders about any material changes in the underlying methodology, which

might impact their positions, financial instruments or contracts. Administrators should have

credible policies in case a benchmark ceases to exist or stakeholders need to transition to

another benchmark. Specifically, these principles are:

(11) The documentation and publication of the methodology used to make benchmark

determination, with sufficient detail to allow stakeholders to understand how the benchmark

is derived and to assess its representativeness, its relevance to particular stakeholders, and its

appropriateness as a reference for financial instruments.

(12) The publication of the rationale of any proposed material change in its Methodology, and

procedures for making such changes.

(13) Clearly written policies and procedures that address the need for possible cessation of a

benchmark, due to market structure change, product definition changes, or any other

condition, which makes the benchmark no longer representative of its intended function.

These policies and procedures should be proportionate to the estimated breadth and depth of
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contracts and financial instruments that reference a benchmark and the economic and financial

stability impact that might result from the cessation of the benchmark.

(14) The development of guidelines for submitters (“Submitter Code of Conduct”), which should

be available to any relevant regulatory authorities and published or made available to

stakeholders. This principle is only applicable to a benchmark based on submissions.

(15) Appropriate internal controls over the Administrator’s data collection and transmission

processes – when an Administrator collects data directly from a regulated market, exchange

or other data aggregator, which address the process for selecting the source, collecting the

data and protecting the integrity and confidentiality of the data.

Accountability

These principles establish complaints processes, documentation standards and audit reviews

that are intended to provide evidence of compliance by the Administrator with its quality standards,

as defined by these principles and its own policies. Among the others, these principles address:

(16) The establishment and publication of a written complaints policy by which stakeholders may

submit complaints concerning whether a specific benchmark determination is representative

of the underlying interest it seeks to measure, application of the methodology to a specific

benchmark determination and other Administrator decisions in relation to a benchmark

determination.

(17) An appointment of an independent internal or external auditor with appropriate experience

and capability to periodically review and report on the Administrator’s adherence to its stated

criteria and the requirements of the principles. The frequency of audits should be

proportionate to the size and complexity of the Administrator’s operations.

(18) The retention of written records by the Administrator for five years, subject to applicable

national legal or regulatory requirements to safeguard necessary documents for audits.

Additional requirements apply for benchmarks based on submissions.

(19) Relevant documents, audit trails and other documents addressed by these principles shall be

made readily available by the relevant parties to the relevant regulatory authorities in carrying

out their regulatory or supervisory duties and handed over promptly upon request.

Source: The Board of the International Organization of Securities Commissions, “Principles

for Financial Benchmarks”, Final Report (July 2013)
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Annex IV.2a

Possible Candidates for Benchmark: Pros and Cons

Benchmark Methodology Pros Cons

CD rate Poll based rates
(Reuters).

• Co-moves with the policy repo rate.
• Some properties of LIBOR.

o Linked to marginal cost of

funds of banks.
o Also reflects banks’ credit

risk to some extent.

o Term market exists,
although not liquid.

• Least sensitive to global spillovers
directly (FPIs not allowed).

• One of the least volatile money

market rates in 2017.

• Volumes and rates - sensitive to
credit cycle, liquidity conditions

and seasonality.

• Based on polls and hence not in

line with IOSCO Principles.
• Low volumes: Susceptible to

manipulation.

FBIL –
CD rates

Transaction
based.

• Transparent.
• Clear money market yield curve up

to nine months maturity.

• Some properties of LIBOR, linked to
cost of funds of banks.

• Also reflects banks’ credit risk to

some extent.

• Least sensitive to global spillovers

directly.

• Occasional mix of credit risk and
risk free segments.

• All the cons relating to CDs

mentioned above are applicable to
FBIL-CD rates.

T-Bill rates Poll based rates
(Reuters) as well

as actual trades on
NSE’s Wholesale

Debt Market

(WDM) and
CCIL’s NDS OM

system.

• Near risk free rate.

• Co-moves with the policy repo rate.
• Term market exists.

• May constrain future debt

management operations.
• Volumes affected by fiscal and

cash/debt management policies.

• Does not represent banks’

marginal cost of funds.
• Low depth exposes the market to

the risk of manipulation.

• Globally not favoured because of
sensitivity to sovereign risks (after

the sovereign debt crisis)

FBIL –

TBs

Transaction

based;

(secondary
market, NDS-
OM)

• Transparent.

• Clear money market yield curve up
to 1 year maturity.

• All the cons relating to TBs

mentioned above are applicable
here.
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Overnight
Weighted
Average

Call Money
Rate

Transaction based
volume weighted

average rate

(CCIL).

• Reliable and transparent.
• Closely aligned to the policy repo

rate.

• May constrain future changes in
the operating framework of

monetary policy.
• Volumes have declined in the

recent period.
• No term structure.

• Volumes drop significantly on

non-reporting Fridays (possibly
shifting to 3-day tenor) and

representative rates may not
emerge on such days.

• Distorted by reported

transactions1.

Overnight
CBLO Rate

• Robust, reliable and transparent.

• Closely aligned to the policy repo

rate.
• Almost risk free rate.

• Largest overnight segment.
• Wider participation base.

• No term structure.

• Rate and volume drop on every

reporting Friday.
• Susceptible to pressure on rates

from mutual funds, which are
major players.

Market
Repo Rate

• Robust, reliable and transparent.

• Closely aligned to the policy repo

rate.
• Almost risk free rate.

• Wider participation base.

• No term structure.

• Rate and volumes drop on non-

reporting Fridays.

MIBOR Transaction based
volume weighted

average rate -
using NDS-Call

transactions
during the first
hour (CCIL).

• Transparent.

• Not influenced by reported deals2.

• Co-moves with the policy repo rate.

• Used in the OIS market.

• Susceptible to manipulation.

• Not representative.

MIFOR Poll based,

contributed by
select panel of

market
participants

(Reuters).

• Used for pricing interest rate swap

(IRS) transactions.

• Term market exists, but remains
underdeveloped.

• Not robust, susceptible to

manipulation.

• Not representative.

1 Cooperative banks (constituting more than 40 per cent of total overnight call money market turnover)
lend funds in overnight call money market generally at rates below the prevailing rates, pulling down the
overall WACR.
2 MIBOR rate is based on dealt transactions, excluding the reported transactions by the cooperative
banks, covered during first market hour (i.e. 9 AM to 10 AM).
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Overnight
Index Swap
(OIS)

FBIL (based on
MIBOR)

• Term structure up to 10 years. • Low market depth.
• Price discovery is not easy to

understand.

• Concentrated market.
• All the cons relating to MIBOR

are also applicable to OIS rates.

Repo Rate Announced by the
MPC
(Based on

assessment of
macroeconomic

conditions,
consistent with

the inflation
targeting
framework; as per

the provisions of
the amended RBI

Act 1934).

• Robust, reliable and transparent.
• Simple and easy to understand.

• Cannot be manipulated.

• Marginal cost of funds for banks

exhibit high correlation with the repo
rate.

• May constrain future changes in
the operating framework of

monetary policy.
• Banks’ cost of funds linked to the

Repo rate only at the margin (0.25
per cent of NDTL).

• Lack of a term curve.

G-sec
Yields

FIMMDA • Transparent.
• Continuous term structure up to 30

years.

• Liquidity – concentrated at
specific tenors.

• May constrain future debt

management operations.
• Volumes affected by fiscal and

cash/debt management policies.
• G-sec market does not represent

marginal cost of funds for banks.
• Market is sensitive to regulatory,

prudential and accounting norms.

• Vulnerable to global spillovers.

14-day

Term Repo

RBI • Robust, transparent and reliable. • May constrain future changes in

the operating framework of
monetary policy.

• Access to liquidity under the 14-
day term repo rate at 0.75 per cent

of NDTL of the banking system as
a whole.

• Not suitable in surplus liquidity
conditions.

Note: The pros and cons presented in this table reflect the personal views of the Study Group.
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Annex IV.2b

Possible Candidates for Benchmark: A Summary Assessment

Instruments Robustness Correlation with
the Policy Repo
Rate

Liquidity Linked
to
Banks’
Cost of
Funds

(At the
margin)

Existence
of a
Term
Structure

Reliability
and
Transparency

High Low to
Moderate

High Low to
Moderate

WACR     x 

CBLO     x 

Market

Repo

    x 

T-bill Rates x   x  x

CD Rates x     x

MIBOR   - -  x x

MIFOR x  - - x  x

OIS x   x  x

G-sec    x  

FBIL (CD
and T-bill)

x  - -   

14-day Term
Repo

  - -  - 

Repo Rate  - - - -  x 
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Annex IV.3

FBIL Certificates of Deposit (FBIL-CD)

FBIL CD Curve (CDCURVE) is computed on a daily basis as per the

following methodology:

CDCURVE Computation Methodology

1. For the purpose of computation of the Benchmark CD Rates, secondary

market transactions pertaining to scheduled commercial bank issuers with the

highest rating reported to FTRAC platform and settling on T+0 basis are

considered. Most of the trades reported to the Platform on daily basis are T+0.

2. The relevant trades are extracted after the close of market hours (typically at

5.00 PM).

3. All deals having value of Rs.5 crores and above are considered in the dataset.

The trades are classified based on their residual maturity from the settlement

date. These trades are then put into various time buckets representing the

benchmark tenors of 14 days, 1 month, 2 months, 3 months, 6 months, 9

months and 12 months. The trades in each of these buckets serve as a medium

for computation of a benchmark rate to represent a particular benchmark

tenor. The following table is used for bucketing the transactions.

Trades Captured in Tenor Buckets – Classification based on Residual Maturity

Bucket Residual Maturity (days) Benchmark Tenor

1 1 to 16 14 Days

2 17 to 45 1 Month

3 46 to 71 2 Months

4 72 to 115 3 Months

5 116 to 200 6 Months

6 201 to 300 9 Months

7 >300 12 Months

4. Once the trades are put into their respective tenor buckets, the weighted average

rate is computed with the Standard Deviation of the rates, provided there are at least

3 trades in the tenor bucket.

5. Outliers are removed using +/-3SD criteria for each bucket. After such removal of

outliers, if a tenor fails to have minimum trades of 3, the relevant Rate for the

tenor is computed using relevant information from Treasury bill curve Rate
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(TBCURVE Rate) of FBIL as explained in point no 8.

6. For the purpose of computation of the Final Benchmark CD Curve Rate for a

particular Tenor, the methodology takes into consideration four parameters,

namely, the Distance, Volume, Amount and Rate.

a. Distance: To calculate the Distance steps i to v as given below are
followed:

i. Calculate the difference between the residual tenors of a given

trade with its respective benchmark tenor. For example, in case

of trades with a residual tenor of 15 days, this difference is

computed as 15 minus 14 which equals -1.

ii. Calculate the absolute value of this difference. Following our

example, |- 1| is equal to 1.

iii. Calculate the sum of these absolute differences, for all trades

in the relevant maturity bucket. If we have trades with the

differences of 12, 8, 6 and 1 day, then this is the sum of 12, 8, 6

and 1 which equals to 27.

iv. Each tenor is then assigned a weight, based on its percentage share

in the sum of these absolute differences in that relevant bucket.

In our case, this is equal to 0.0370, i.e., 1 (calculated from Step ii)

divided by 27 (calculated from Step iii).

v. Distance is then calculated as the inverse of this percentage share.

In our example, this equals to 27, i.e., 1 divided by 0.0370.

Thus, the parameter of Distance vary depending upon the proximity of the

residual tenor of a given trade to its benchmark tenor. Indeed, given the

benchmark tenor of 14 Days, trades with a residual tenor of 15 days will have a

greater weight (i.e., a weight of 27) vis-à-vis trades with a residual tenor of 2

days (i.e., a weight of 2.25), as it lies closer to our benchmark tenor.

b. Volume: The volume is computed as the percentage share of the number of

trades (frequency), for a given residual tenor, in the total number of all the

trades within that respective maturity bucket. As an example, there has

been only one trade with a residual maturity of 15 days, within the 14

Days maturity bucket which consists of a cumulative of 5 trades. Hence

the weight assigned to this trade is 0.20 (i.e., 1 divided by 5). Thus,

larger the number of trades at a given tenor, greater would be its
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influence on the benchmark rate.

c. Amount: For a given maturity bucket, the third parameter used in

computation is the Amount (in crores) of all the trades which have a

residual maturity that fall within that maturity bucket. The greater the

value of the trades, the larger would be its weight in the computation

process. For example, in case of the 1st maturity bucket, the trades with

a residual maturity of 8 days and an amount of Rs. 70 crores will play

a larger role in influencing the 14-Days benchmark rate vis-à-vis trades

with a residual maturity of 15 days and an amount of Rs. 5 crores.

Having computed the parameters, Weighted Average Rate (WAR) for each
benchmark Tenor of the Curve is given by

ࢃ  ࡾ = ࢃ  ࡾ (   ࢛  ,࢚ ࡰ ࢇ࢚࢙  ࢋࢉ , ࢂ ࢛  ࢋ )

            =  ∑ ( ࡾ ࢇ ࢋ࢚ ×   ࢛  ࢚ × ࡰ ࢇ࢚࢙  ࢋࢉ × ࢂ ࢛  ࢋ )

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ( 1 )

                      ∑ ) ࡰ×࢚࢛ ࢋࢉࢇ࢚࢙ × ࢛ࢂ (ࢋ

7. Using the traded data, the Rates (yields) for each Tenor for the day are computed

provided the Tenor has at least 3 surviving trades after outlier removal process.

8. If the Benchmark CDCURVE Rate for a Tenor is not available for a day, the

said Rate is computed using the day’s Benchmark TBCURVE Rate for the

relevant Tenor if such Rate has been calculated using trades or trades and

executable orders of the T-Bills pertaining to the said tenor with a BID-ASK

spread of 10 bps as the case may be (explained in detail in TB Rate

Methodology document of FBIL) plus the traded spread of previous day

(Difference between CDCURVE Rate and TBCURVE Rate if both are traded).

9. If the previous day’s traded spread is not available, then average of last 7

available spreads (Difference between traded CDCURVE Rate and

TBCURVE Rate computed or calculated or interpolated with spreads) would

be taken and added to the TBCURVE Rate for the relevant tenor for the Day to

give the CDCURVE rate for the Tenor.

10. If CDCURVE Rate for a Tenor is not available for the day (no CD minimum

trades and no T-Bills minimum trades), the CDCURVE Rate would be

computed by using the previous day’s CD Rate (traded, computed with spread
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and repeated as the case may be) and the average spread of two adjacent

CDCURVE Rates or the nearby spread as the case may be.

11. In case no CDCURVE Rate for a Tenor is possible to estimate for the second

day, the CDCURVE Rate for the previous day would be repeated (maximum

up to 2 days).

12. The rate is be published at about 5.30 PM subject to the calculation of TB

Curve. If the TB curve estimation is delayed because of market time

extension, CD curve Rate publication time will also suitably change.

Depth of CD market in terms of volumes and number of trades is presented in

Annex Tables IV.3.1 and IV.3.2.

Source: FBIL

Annex Table IV.3.1: FBIL-CD Market Depth
(Volume in Rs. crore)

Date 14-Days 1-Month 2-Month 3-Month 6-Month 9-Month 12-Month

23-Aug-17 120 375
24-Aug-17 200 425 350 600
28-Aug-17 150 350 125 175
29-Aug-17 325
30-Aug-17

31-Aug-17 325 450 125 250
1-Sep-17 385 875 450
4-Sep-17 155 125
5-Sep-17 275 950
6-Sep-17 300 125
7-Sep-17 105 100
8-Sep-17 600

11-Sep-17 650
12-Sep-17 1160 250
13-Sep-17 150
14-Sep-17 595 175 395
15-Sep-17 630
18-Sep-17 325
19-Sep-17 1295 545 475
20-Sep-17 225 1850 600
21-Sep-17 865 225 400 1785 250 250
22-Sep-17 905 125 250 975 400 125
25-Sep-17 1535 575 2350 525
26-Sep-17 840 450 800

Source: FBIL.
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Annex Table IV.3.2: FBIL-CD Market Depth

(Number of Trades)

Date 14-Days 1-Month 2-Month 3-Month 6-Month 9-Month 12-Month

23-Aug-17 3 5

24-Aug-17 4 5 5 12

28-Aug-17 4 5 5 3

29-Aug-17 4

30-Aug-17

31-Aug-17 5 4 4 5

1-Sep-17 4 12 11

4-Sep-17 3 3

5-Sep-17 3 8

6-Sep-17 5 3

7-Sep-17 3 3

8-Sep-17 7

11-Sep-17 8

12-Sep-17 18 3

13-Sep-17 4

14-Sep-17 8 3 9

15-Sep-17 7

18-Sep-17 6

19-Sep-17 15 4 6

20-Sep-17 4 16 5

21-Sep-17 11 3 5 27 6 4

22-Sep-17 10 4 5 14 5 3

25-Sep-17 15 9 21 4

26-Sep-17 10 6 8
Source: FBIL.
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Annex IV.4

FBIL Treasury Bills (FBIL-T Bill)

FBIL Treasury Bill Curve (TBCURVE) is computed on daily basis as per the

following methodology:

TBCURVE Computation Methodology

1. For the purpose of computation of the Benchmark TB Rates,

secondary market transactions - dealt and reported to NDS-OM

platform - settling on T+1 basis are considered.

2. The trades and orders as and when relevant are extracted after the close

of market hours, typically after 5.00 PM.

3. All deals having value of Rs.5 crores and above are considered in the

dataset. No Constituent deals are taken for computation of the rates. The

trades are classified based on their residual maturity from the settlement date.

These trades then put into various time buckets representing the benchmark

tenors of 14 days, 1 month, 2 months, 3 months, 6 months, 9 months and 12

months. The trades in each of these buckets serve as a medium for

computation of a benchmark rate to represent a particular benchmark tenor.

The following table is used for bucketing the transactions.

Trades Captured in Tenor Buckets – Classification on the basis of Residual

MaturityBucket Residual Maturity (days) Benchmark Tenor

1 1 to 16 14 Days

2 17 to 45 1 Month

3 46 to 71 2 Months

4 72 to 115 3 Months

5 116 to 200 6 Months

6 201 to 300 9 Months

7 >300 12 Months

4. Once the trades are put into their respective tenor buckets, the weighted average

rate are computed with the Standard Deviation of the Rates, provided there are at

least 3 trades in the tenor bucket. If there are less than 3 trades in a particular tenor,

the weighted average rate and the Standard Deviation of the Rates are

computed after augmenting the tenor point data with the executable orders with

a maximum Bid-Ask spread of 10 bps of the T-Bills in NDS-OM system
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pertaining to that tenor bucket. The lower of the order values (of Buy and Sell

orders) which satisfy the above criteria of 10 bps spread are included in volume

to be used.

5. Outliers are removed using +/-3SD criteria for each bucket. The Benchmark

TBCURVE Rate is computed if there are minimum of 3 surviving data points. If the

surviving data point is less than 3, the fall back mechanism is kick in.

6. For the purpose of computation of the Final Benchmark TB Curve Rate for a

particular Tenor, the methodology takes into consideration four parameters, namely,

the Distance, Volume, Amount and Rate.

a. Distance: To calculate the Distance, steps i to v as given under are
followed:

i. Calculate the difference between the residual tenors of a given

trade with its respective benchmark tenor. For example, in case

of trades with a residual tenor of 15 days, this difference is

computed as 15 minus 14 which equals -1.

ii. Calculate the absolute value of this difference. Following our

example, |- 1| is equal to 1.

iii. Calculate the sum of these absolute differences, for all trades in

the relevant maturity bucket. If we have trades with the differences

of 12, 8, 6 and 1 day, then this is the sum of 12, 8, 6 and 1 which

equals to 27.

iv. Each tenor is then assigned a weight, based on its percentage share

in the sum of these absolute differences in that relevant bucket. In

our case, this is equal to 0.0370, i.e., 1 (calculated from Step ii)

divided by 27 (calculated from Step iii).

v. Distance is then calculated as the inverse of this percentage share.

In our example, this equals to 27, i.e., 1 divided by 0.0370.

Thus, the parameter of Distance may vary depending upon the proximity of the

residual tenor of a given trade to its benchmark tenor. Indeed, given the

benchmark tenor of 14 Days, trades with a residual tenor of 15 days will have a

greater weight (i.e., a weight of 27) vis-à-vis trades with a residual tenor of 2

days (i.e., a weight of 2.25), as it lies closer to our benchmark tenor.

b. Volume: The volume is computed as the percentage share of the number of
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trades (frequency), for a given residual tenor, in the total number of all the

trades within that respective maturity bucket. As an example, there has

been only one trade with a residual maturity of 15 days, within the 14

Days maturity bucket which consists of a cumulative of 5 trades. Hence

the weight assigned to this trade is 0.20 (i.e., 1 divided by 5). Thus,

larger the number of trades at a given tenor, greater would be its

influence on the benchmark rate.

c. Amount: For a given maturity bucket, the third parameter used in

computation is the Amount (in Rs. crores) of all the trades which have a

residual maturity that fall within that maturity bucket. The greater the

value of the trades, the larger would be its weight in the computation

process. For example, in case of the 1st maturity bucket, the trades with a

residual maturity of 8 days and an amount of Rs. 70 crores will play a

larger role in influencing the 14-Days benchmark rate vis-à-vis trades

with a residual maturity of 15 days and an amount of Rs. 5crores.

Having computed the parameters, Weighted Average Rate (WAR) for each
benchmark Tenor of the Curve is given by

ࢃ  ࡾ = ࢃ  ࡾ (   ࢛  ,࢚ ࡰ ࢇ࢚࢙  ࢋࢉ , ࢂ ࢛  ࢋ )

             =  ∑ ( ࡾ ࢇ ࢋ࢚ ×   ࢛  ࢚ × ࡰ ࢇ࢚࢙  ࢋࢉ × ࢂ ࢛  ࢋ )

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ( 1 )

                           ∑ ) ࡰ×࢚࢛ ࢋࢉࢇ࢚࢙ × ࢛ࢂ (ࢋ

7. Using the traded data with augmentation wherever necessary, the Rates (yields)

for each Tenor for the day are computed.

8. If the Benchmark TBCURVE Rate for a Tenor is not available for a day, the

said Rate is computed using the previous day’s Benchmark TBCURVE

Rate for the relevant Tenor plus the average spread of two adjacent buckets

for the day (Ratet –Ratet-1). When two adjacent spread points are not

available, the computation uses the nearest available spread for the Tenor.

This results in having T-Bills Rates for almost all tenors on all days.

9. In case all attempts fail to estimate a Benchmark TBCURVE Rate for a

particular Tenor on the Curve using the process explained above, previous day’s

Rate for the appropriate Tenor is repeated.
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10. If Benchmark TBCURVE Rates for all Tenors are not available for a day, the

Benchmark TBCURVE of the previous day is repeated (maximum upto 2

days).

11. The Rates are published at about 5.30 PM. If the market time is extended, the

publication time also suitably changes.

Depth of T-Bill market in terms of volumes and number of trades is presented in

Annex Tables IV.4.1 and IV.4.2.

Source: FBIL

Annex Table IV.4.1: FBIL T- Bill Market Depth
(Volume in Rs. crore)

Date 14-Days 1-Month 2-Month 3-Month 6-Month 9-Month 12-Month

23-Aug-17 480 535 575 1950 300 125

24-Aug-17 260 110 350 228 60 100

28-Aug-17 445 405 485 520 255 75

29-Aug-17 760 25 360 1395 150 250

30-Aug-17 110 280 5117 225 375

31-Aug-17 145 1062 475 279 410

1-Sep-17 845 200 145 455 175

4-Sep-17 80 960 445 745 475 305

5-Sep-17 220 755 935 935 1560 190

6-Sep-17 595 4655 6914 542 575

7-Sep-17 1095 230 1650 585 80

8-Sep-17 500 750 130 185

11-Sep-17 1425 315 40 1340 325

12-Sep-17 955 563 530 155 520 535

13-Sep-17 1175 560 4818 900 490 1082

14-Sep-17 1175 589 105 430 760 230

15-Sep-17 3275 265 400 30

18-Sep-17 2482 1170 270 85 160

19-Sep-17 2660 985 285 795 170

20-Sep-17 350 145 6635 1513 165

21-Sep-17 755 370 450 535 1930 350 195

22-Sep-17 365 120 35 1702 210 495 75

25-Sep-17 702 155 331 1532 90 80

26-Sep-17 1000 210 265 75 1355 55

Source: FBIL
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Annex Table IV.4.2: FBIL T-Bill Market Depth
(Number of Trades)

Date 14-Days 1-Month 2-Month 3-Month 6-Month 9-Month 12-Month

23-Aug-17 8 10 15 21 5 3

24-Aug-17 4 3 10 10 4 4

28-Aug-17 9 3 6 13 5 4

29-Aug-17 12 3 6 17 3 3

30-Aug-17 9 3 28 6 11

31-Aug-17 3 30 12 3 7

1-Sep-17 7 3 4 9 4

4-Sep-17 6 12 10 13 9 12

5-Sep-17 4 7 4 11 8 3

6-Sep-17 7 40 45 5 10

7-Sep-17 8 4 38 15 7

8-Sep-17 11 19 3 4

11-Sep-17 19 5 4 28 10

12-Sep-17 12 6 4 3 4 6

13-Sep-17 19 4 143 25 9 14

14-Sep-17 11 8 4 5 11 9

15-Sep-17 13 8 11 3

18-Sep-17 24 10 4 5 4

19-Sep-17 19 8 4 11 4

20-Sep-17 11 4 68 12 4

21-Sep-17 11 5 4 11 17 9 3

22-Sep-17 4 4 3 11 9 12 3

25-Sep-17 22 3 9 11 6 3

26-Sep-17 13 3 5 3 14 3

Source: FBIL


